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SUMMARY: 1'he Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) is issuing this
document as a reproposal of its
proposed regulalion entitled HFood
Labeling; Serving Sizes" (55 FR 29517,
July 19, 1990) in response to the receilt
enactrnent of the Nutrition Labeling and
Education Act of 1990. The agency also
is responding to public conlments
submitted in response to the July 19,
1990 serving sizes proposal and to the
public meeting held on April 4, 1991, on
serving sizes (56 FR 8084, February 269

1991). J?DA is proposing to: (1) rlefine
serving and portion size on the basis of
the aITlOunt of food custofilurHy
consumed per eating occasion; (2)
establish reference amounts custornal'ily
consumed per eating occasion (reference
amounts) for 1.31 food product
categories; (3) provide criteria for
determining label serving size fronl the
reference amounts; (4) require the use of ~

both comrnon household and metric
measures to declare serving size; (5)
pern1it the declaration of serving
(portion) size in 1J.S. measures; (6)
permit the optional declaraHon of
nutrient content per 100 grams (g), 100
milliliters (roL), 1 ounce (oz), or 1 fluid
ounce (fl oz); (7) define a Hsingle-serving
container;u and (8) require that the use
of claims such as Hlow Bodiumtt be
based on both the serving size declared
on the label and the reference amount
DATES: Written comments by February
25~ 1992. T'he agency is proposing that
any final nIle that may issue based upon.
this proposal become effective 6 months
following its publication in accordance
vvith requirenlents of the Nutrition
Labeling and Education Act of 1990.

ADDRESSES: Written comments to th(~

Dockets Managenl.ent Branch (liFA-
305)~ Food and Drug Administration, rm.,
1-23,12420 Parklavvn Dr., RockviUHy I\fD
20857~ 301-443-1751.

FOft FURTHER INFORMf.i.TION CONTACT'::

Youngmce K. PiJrk t Centcr for Food
Safc:ty and Applied l\luhUion (lIF1"--2G5],
Food and Dn!g Adrrdnfstration, 200 C St
SW.~ \tVHsh~i";!?jun,DC 2.0204., 20~;~--4R~·

0089.

SUPPlEMEN1"ARY iNFORMATmOGb::

t nack~:;raund

[n the Federal Register of July l~~~ lH!JO
(55 FR 29487), FDA published a
proposed rule entitled "Food Labeling;
.Mandatory Status of Nutrition Labeling
andf'\lutrient Content Revision" to
arnend its food labeling regulations to
require nutrition labeling on most food
products t.hat are lneaningful sources of
nutrients. In the same issue of the
Federal Register (55 FR 2951.7), FDi\
published at technical supporting
proposal entitled "Food Labeling;
Serving Sizes" (hereinafter referred to as
the 1990 proposal).

The 1990 proposal stated that in view
of the 111any cornments that the agency
had received stating the need for more
realistic and consistent serving sizes,
FIJA had concluded that reasonable and
standardized serving sizes should be
established. l'he agency proposed to
amend the nutrition labeling regulations
to: (1) Define serving and portion size on
the basis of the amount of food
conlInonly consumed per eating
occasi.on by persons 4 years of age or
older~ by infants, or by children under 4
years of age (toddlers); (2) require the
use of both U.s. (OZj fl oz) and metric
ITleaSUres to declare serving size; (8)
permit the declaration of serving
(portion) size in familiar household
nlcasures; (4) permH the optional
declaration of nutrient content per 100 g
or 100 mL; (5) define "single-serving
containers" as those that contain 150
percent or less of the standard serving
size for the food product; and (8)
establish standard serving sizes for '159
food product categories to ensure
reasonable and uniform serving sizes
upon which consumers can make
nutrition conlparisons am.ong food
products~ Interested persons were given.
until November 16, 1.990, to submit
comments to the agency on the serving
size proposaL

On Septexnber 269 1.990, the National
Academy of Sciences' Institute of
Medicine (10M) issu.ed a report entitled
"'Nutrition Labeling, Issues and
Directions for the 1990s" (hereinafter
referred to as the 10M Report) (Ref. 1).,
The IO~1 report was written under
contract to the Public Health Service,
U.S. Department of I-Iealth and l-Iuman

1 Services (DI-lHS) and the Food Safet.y

and Inspection Service, {J.S. Dcpartrncn~
of Agriculture (IJSDl\.).. On October 5 j

1990, FDA published a noticB in the
Federal RJ~gist!~r (55 FR 4(944)~

announcing the availability of the !f):'~A

report and requesting that interested
persons conunent on the impHGaHon~;o~

the report for the Hg(;ncy~s July 19, 19!~09

proposals on food In beling. The
makes several recoH'uuendations
to serving sizes.,

On Noven1.ber 8~ 19BO~ the PresideB~

signed into law the I'<Jutrition Labeling
and Education Act of 1990 (hereinafler
referred to as the "1990 amendments;~)

(Pub. L. 101--535). The 1990 amendnlenL··j
add section 40J(q) to the Federal Foott
Drug~ 8.J1(1 COBmetic Act (the act).
Section 403(q} of the He~ in
part, tha i::

'Ii 1< "the serving size" '" f, is an am.ount
custonlarily consumed and which is
expressed in a common household IneaSUl'e
that is appropriah~ to the food t or 'k 11 1; if the
use of the food is not typically expres~ed in ;.1

serving size, the COlumon household ur,dt of
Jneasun~ tha t expn?sses the serving siz.e of thn
food,

The 1990 amendments also require:. in
section 2(b)(1)(B), that FDA adopt
regulations that: u* ~, * establish
standards '1~ * * to define serving size oX'
other unit of measurf3 for food, * * 7;."

\tVhile the requirements of the 1990
amendments that pertain to serving
sizes are similar in many respects to
FDA's 1990 proposal, differences do
exist, and questions about the exact
Ineaning and the implementation of
these provisions have been raised.

On February 26, 1991 (56 FR 8084)~

FDA announced a public meeting to
discuss issues related to ho\v serving
and portion siz(-) should be determin(~d

and presented as part of nutrition
labeling.. The notice stated that several
issues arising from the comments on the
serving size proposal and tvvo other
recent developments (the 1990
amendments and the 10M report)
required further public comment.
Therefore, FDA held a public meeting Olil

serving sizes on April 4, 1991, to provide
an opportunity to submit oral commcnt~'j
as well as an opportunity for written
comments, on the issues identified in ihe
notice.

The notice of the public meeting
outlined five Illajar issues for disclJ.ssio!CiI.
at the meeting: (1) Whether, in
determining serving (portion) 'sizes
(hereinafter referred to as "serving siZt~n

for simplicity) based on the amount of
food CUB lon18rily consumed, the agency
should limit itself to national food
consunlption data, or whether there is
other infornlation that should be
considered; (2) \\1hether in declaring
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scn.dng sizes, weight units ill uduition tu
household measures should be required,
(~nd hov\l' the definition of Hhousehold
01easures" should be standardized; PlJ
~.vhether deviation from the standard
serving size should be allowed if
standard serving sizes are required by
regula tions, and if so, ho\'"v much
deviation should be allowed; (4)
'\"hether, in addition to nutrient content
per .serving~ the nutrition label should
aHo~v (or require) a column that lists
nutrient content on a unifornl \iveight
'\v"olume) basis, such as per 100 g and 100
rnL or per oz and fluid oz; and (5) how
single-~ervingcontainers should be
defined, and 'whether compliance with
definitions for adjectival descriptors
Buell as "'10ll\1 sodium" on single-serving
containers should be based on the
standard serving size or the entire
content of a single-serving container. In
the announcement, the agency solicited
written comments on a sixth, essential1v
jegal, issue involving questions of ~
statutory construction: whether FDA
should establish standard serving sizes
for specific categories of foods or
develop criteria for food manufacturers
to use in determining their o'\tvn serving
sizes.

II. Rationale for ReproposaI of Serving
Sizes Regulalion

FDA has carefully considered the
serving size provisions of the 1990
amendments and the comments that it
received in response to the Federal
Register docunlents on serving sizes. As
a result, the agency has decided to
repropose the serving size regulalion for
h.vo major reasons. First, FDA wishes to
take advantage of the explicit legal
authority to regulate the serving sizes
used on the nutrition label that is
provided by the 1990 amendments.
Secondly, the agency has deci.ded to
make a number of changes in response
to the comments received on the Federal
Register documents and the public
meeting on serving sizes and to explain
its reasons for agreeing or not agreeing
with the COIDlnents.

To implement the 1990 arnendments,
FDA is proposing to adopt regulations
tha t provide standards for defining
serving sizes. There are two basic
elements to these proposed standards:
(1) Reference amounts of food that are
customarily consumed per eating
occasion (reference amounts) for 131
product categories; and (2) procedures
for determining serving sizes for use on
product labels from the reference
amounts. While the reference amounts
are defined primarily in metric units,
under the act, the serving size must be
expressed in a common household

nH~a~Hue that is appropri,ite ~o tht!
particular food.

'1'his reproposal .(~lso re~jpOndb~o

:[nany requests for changes in c~ther

aspects of the 1990 proposal. i\fter
(l~~;reful consideration of all connnentH"
[he agency has tentatively concluded
[that it is desirable to rrlake clHlnges that
nnclude:

(1) Revising the definition for single,~

,serving containers to increaBe the upper
Unlit from "150 percent or less llt to ·'less
ithan 200 percen-t; and

(2) Revising the basis for evaluating
h1bcl claims like ·'low sodiuIT1H to
Iloclude both the declared s(~rving size
Hnd the reference amount. .-

'III. Evaluation of 10M Report and
Revie\\iY of Comnlents

iI,foI)/l's Evaluation of tbe 10A1 Repclrt

'The agency has carefully reviewed
il'ecommenda Hons related to serving size
contained in the 10M report. ~rhe 101\1
recommended the continued use of
serving size to present nutrition
informaHon, the expression of serving
sizes in common household measures
followed by weight in g in parentheses~

and the establishment of a process for
manufacturers to petition for deviaHons
from the standard serving size or to
create a new subclass of foods with its
own serving size. This reproposal
adopts these recommendations.

l'he 10M report also recolnmended
that FDA and USDA jointly establish
serving sizes for a limited (few) number
of different food categories for ready
product comparisons and reference
purposes. In response to the 10M report
recommendations, FDA established an·
interagency committee that included
representatives of the Food Safety and
Inspection Service and the I-Iuman
Nutrition Information Service of the
lJnited States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), as \'\Tell as FDA menlbers. This
cornnlittee developed general principles
and rules used tQ determine the
reference amounts. The committee
revie\ved data on the amount of food
customarily consumed per eating
occasion and other information on
serving sizes provided by FDA, e.g.,
serving sizes recommended in dietary
guidance materials, serving sizes
recommended in comments, serving
sizes currently in use, and serving sizes
used in Canada. On the basis of these
consideraHons, the committee
developed the product categories and
the reference amounts listed in
§ 'lOl.12(b). Interagency cooperation will
continue during the development of the
final regulaHon on serving sizes~

In addition, the 10M report
recoD'lmended that research be

conducted to deterrnine consunH~r:,~'

cOfilprehension of food labeHng
information and their interpretation of
serving sizes declared on the food labeL
FDA has conducted both consumer
fncus groups and fornlal conSUlner
n:~~earch on the forrnat of nutrition
iabeHng~ including conSUlner use and
understanding of serving sizes. FDA VJHl
propose a label format .regulation that
n~flects the results in the near future.

The IO:rv1 report made a fe\iv other
J["ecolnmendations that FDA is not
proposing to adopt. T'he 10M report.
Jreconl1~nended that the quantities
specified by dietary guidance
recoffilnendations serve as Hthe ITiain
criteria for selecting the alnount of food
to be described as a serving. H FDA did
not adopt this recomnH~ndationfor
several reasons:

1. Section 403(q)(1)(A)(i) of the act
defines serving size as U an 'anUlunt
clistolnarily consumed' (emphasis
added). Thus, t.he act links serving size
to the amount consumed and not to an
amount recommended by the dietary
guidance recommendations or any other
syfltem.

2. ~rhere is no single set of dietary
guidance serving sizes, and, as seen in
Table 7,-1 of the 10M report (Ref. 1, pp.
206 and 207), the serving size for the
same product may differ in accordance
with the objectives and goals of the
particular guidance.

3. Many serving sizes that do exist in
dietary guidance recommendations are
for very narrow food categories, e.g., for
8 specific type of cake, cookie, or
cracker, or for' a particular fruit or
vegetable. Under the act, ho\vever,
serving sizes have broad application.

4. 1'hcre are no dietary guidance
recommendations for many product
categories, particularly processed
packaged products for which lintrition
labeling is mandatory (e.g., frOZi?fi

en"trees and dinners; snack foods;
pickles; sweets; condiments; foods used
as ingredients such as dessert toppings/
fillings, sauces, and flour; and infant and
toddler foods) (Ref. 2). lIowever, in
developing the reference amounts, FDA
did consider serving sizes recommended
in various dietary guidance rnaterials
(Refs. 3 through 8), including those
identified in the 10M report.

The IO~1 report recomnlended
establishing serving sizes for a liroitec...
nunlber of broad food categories (e.g.,
fruit juices, breads, cereals, fruits,
vegetables, spreads, and salad
dressings). FDA does not believe that
such broad categories are adequate to
implement section 403(q)(l}(A)(i) of the
act. This section defines serving size as
an amount customarily consumed. The
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anlount customarily consumed varies
widely among foods within the large
categories recommended by the 10M.
For example, the customarily consumed
amount of fruit varies from 1.5 oz for
dried fruits to 10 oz for watennelon.
Therefore, to implement the act, FDi\
believes that many lTIOre than the
limited number of the broad categories
recommended by the IO~1 are
necessary. In developing the references
amounts, hovvever~ FDA took product
comparability into consideration to
pron10te nutritional comparison of
similar products.

The 10M report also reconlmended
that the number of servings per
container be rounded down to the
nearest whole number. FD.I\ did not
adopt this recommendation because it
,;;vould introduce an unacceptably large
error, as high as 45 percent (2.9 rounded
down to 2), for the nUlnber of servings
per container declared on the label.
Instead9 FDA is proposing to round to
the nearest whole number which ''''ill
limit the error to about 20 percent or less
(2.4 rounded down to 2).

B. SumrlJ,ary of Comnlents

FDA has reviewed the written
comments received on the serving size
proposal, the written comments to the
notice of publiq meeting on serving
sizes, and the presentations at the public
meeting.

FDA received about 370 comments on
the serving size proposal.
Approximately 39 percent \vere frorn
domestic and foreign food industries
and trade organizations; about 36
percent were from consumers and
consumer organizations; about 17
percent were from health professionals,
health and other professional
organizations, and academi~; and 8
percent were from domestic and fore·ign
govemments. Industry generally
expressed reservations about sonle
parts of the proposal and discussed
technical issues, which were
infrequently discussed by the other
sectors (e.g., serving sizes for their
specific products). Consumers, consumer
organizations, and health professionals
overwhelmingly expressed the need for
FDA to regulate serving sizes and
generally supported the provisions in the
proposal. Comments from the
international sources understandably
focused on the international
harmonization of food labeling (e.g.,
recommended the use of 100 g (or n1L) as
the basis for the nutrition information}.

In response to the agency s request for
comment on implications of the 10M
report only- fOUf from industry

addressed issueH related to serving
sizes. Tw'o comments favored serving
sizes based on dietary guidance
materials; one supported the use'of
serving sizes expressed in common
household measures; and the other
opposed FD.tt\ establishing serving size~

and proposed that. the agency set
criteria.

Thirty-one oral presentation.s were
made a t the i\pril 4, 1991 public rneeting
on serving sizes, including 2fJ (about 85
percent) by representatives of food
industries and trade organizations; t.hree
vvere by professional nutrition
organizations; and two were by
c'onsumer organizaHans. A wriHen
transcript of the meeting is on file with
Dockets !\1anagement Branch (address
above). FDA also received about 80
written comments in response to the
public meeting notice, primarily froln the
food industry and trade organizations
but also from nutrition and consumer
organizations, government agencies, and
a few consumers. Industry comments
generally were against FDA establishing
specific serving sizes. These COIllments
interpreted the 1990 amendments as
requiring FDA to establish standards for
serving sizes. Health professionals and
consumers, on the other hand, continued
to support FDA establishing specific
serving sizes for product categories.
Most comments also addressed the issue
of the basis for determining serving
sizes. Industry and health professionals
favored considering additional
information (e.g., "longstanding"
industry serving sizes and dietary
guidance recommendaHons) to food
consumption data. Consumer
organizations favored using only food
consumption data. Comrnents from all
sectors generally agreed that serving
size should be expressed in cornman
household units.

The agency will describe the
conlments on serving sizes in more
detail and respond to them in the
discus.sion of the reproposed regulation
tha t follows.

IV~ The Reproposed Regulation

A. Introduction

In the 1990 proposal, FDA proposed to
retain the current requirement that
nutrition information in the labeling of
food be declared in relation to a serving
Of, where the food is customarily not
consumed directly, in relation to a
portion of the food. The 1990

amendnlents require that nutrition
information be presented on a per
serving basis. Therefore, § 101.9(b) of
this reproposal codifies this
requirenlcnt.

In the 1990 proposaL FDA identified
five options for regulating serving sizes:
(1) Permit manufacturers to establish
their own serving sizes; (2) permit
manufacturers to develop their OVVIit

serving sizes by applying criteria
established by FDA; (3) FDi\ adopt a
single, uniform serving size (e.g., 100 g or
1.00 mL]; (4) FDA develop standard
serving sizes with a petition process to
provide a nlechanism to add or amend
the established serving sizes; and (5)
pennit manufacturers to use dual
declaration of nutrition infonnation on
the basis of both standard serving sizes
developed by FD.l\ and a uniform 100 g
or 100 mL. FDi\~ choosing the fourth
option~ proposed to establish standard
serving sizes with a petition process for
adding to or amending them.

Of those commenting on the five
options, a large majority agreed with
FDA's approach. Virtually all comments
from consumers, health professionals9

and State government agencies stated
that standard serving sizes are essential
and generally supported FDA's
proposaL Most food industry comments,
however~ supported the alternative
options of maintaining the current
systenl of allowing'manufacturers to
develop their own serving sizes or
allowing manufacturers to develop their
own serving sizes using criteria
developed by FDA.

The 1990 amendments (section
2(b)(1)(B)) direct FDA to establish
standards to define serving sizes. i'-Jone
of the regulatory options in the 1990
proposal except, the fourth option, the
one chosen by FDA, fulfills this legal
requirement. Therefore the alternative
options are not valid under the 1990
amendments.

To im,plement this requirement of the
1990 amendnlents, in this reproposal
FDA is proposing to establish
regulations under which manufacturers
will define the serving sizes that are
most appropriate for their products by
usi.ng the reference amounts and
procedures for determining label serving
sizes adopted by FDA. To comply with
the act with respect to serving size, FDA
developed the reference amounts to
represent the amount customarily
consuIned of 131 different types of food,
covering virtually everything in the food
supply that is regulated by FDA. FDA
believes that it is appropriate for it to
develop these reference amounts that
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tlH!: basi;., for serving sizc~~

ttH~ an~ollnt of food custoll!-;Hi~~

con:Sluned generally reflects thf'~ type nfl'
fdfH~ irn:cdved 2,nd not who
In;~t'ufdC~t1red it Thus. there is nu
I ,,;c:q:C:1 this (L~lcunt ~~hOllJd v=n,",;,
frun:: (0 nlanufacinn,l;I'::
[rnder this prupo:-~dL hO\ivev~?f';

nlan~!rdcft,;crs vviH convert thl~ ltJ(:rcnc~~;

a~nou.:d into s;::rving sizes in the COnUBor)

huu~)(~hoJd pnH~~ that are most
~;':~'ii'·'1"j''ln''1~.J{(;' nndmeaningfu! for thcdr

prorLJcls using the cornu'fsion
~H'u\'i~;ions c)f § 101.9(bH2).

ScverH} comi'nents objected to FRJA
deh~nninjrH~ !H~f'\'ing sizes,) A trade
as~"ociatio~~~xpressed concern th~d
guvC'rnn~enf-hnposedserving sizes rais;('~

flexH)iHty pn.flblems for the food, ~JI"~:;h~'i.~f!'~·"H

\,~~ithOHt providing real benefit to
con~~,urner5. The association s~nt~~d th~d

"vh~~re foods in a category vary in
ricltness and flavor, it is betterrq to le~ HH')

lTI;;fnJacturer select the serving f~ize

than to df~(J~jre an artificially un,ifornl1
:.;erv~ng size.

rrhe -agency does not agree that
cousunlers \viH not benefit from at

system that l.,vould ensure uniforrnHy in
s.erving sizes declared by different
nUlrft ufacturers. Consumers have
repC3 tedly sta ted the need for uJ.liforrrll
setvin,g sizes f and that they perceive a
benefit to thenlselves from FDA,
es tabUshing standard serving size~~,

A,ccording to consumers, uniform
serving sizes wilt among other thjngs~

allow them to make comparisons among
f:;irnHax products.

One cUlnpany comrnented that the
SCJ \fing size upon which the nutrition
infonnation is based should be specific
or "appropriateH to the product within
the package and objected to establishing
Cil uniforro serving size for aU products
vvi thin Ol category.

FIJi\ agrees that a serving size should
b~·: appropriate for the individual
product I!owever, it does not agree t.hat
each indi vidu~ll pI:oduct should l~~,ve its
ovvn Slze, fhe agency be.aeves
l.ha~ grouping foods that have simihu"

u;::;age into oriC cah~gory~ as 1lVilS

done the 1.990 proposaL a reasona bIf.:
and appropria te serving size fot' aU
foods v\lHhin that category can be:
established. As stated above~ a
GODf,h-dent serving size for similar
products enables consumer3 to cornpure
the nlltrHionaJ value of foods that are
used interchangeably in the diet

Severa! food industry comrnents
stat(;dl that FDA developed the 19~jO

proposal v.lith no input from industry.
One suggested negotiated
nHBn]a.Jon~on serving sizes to reach a
C{JHi.s(:riSUS.

(:~\jen the conflisting v!tn,vs in the
C~}~HnT(;nts on 1he proposal, FDA, decided

thed it \\'ould be h~~lpfuj to receive
iurf 1-1 er in pu t befol e reproposing the
~x:!'ving size regulation. In part because:
of' thp iime constr(dn1:~ irnpof~ed bv the
U:~~~O amcnd~;--lents, hOV:"'~!Vef"l negotiated!
nd('.~naking "vaS not a practicaJ option"
jn:;h~ad, 17]J/\ decided to hold a pubUc:
fileeting on Apr d 4~ 1991 ~ to provide iJn
oppt,ftuni iy fof' aB interested
including Lldustry y h) present
\'ipVJ~~ and supporting data on vadous
serving size issues .. AJthough HI

con~-;ensus Vias I1'Clt achieved O~ll t:h,~

se~:~,~raJ issues that vvere disCU~;tH:-i,d~ th;l~

nl:f:,<~ting provided the agency vvHh
varuable addiUona] information tha~> itt
used in formulating this In
addiUon. at the request
industry, FDA has me~: \-\lith n1any
individual companies to discuss
~izes (Refs. 9 through 16).

rvlcreover; the agency re~=:nj!n]lZ(j:§

in certain circumstances, .... J'l\,,.. .....dh.,,;~,·.,.~1

rulcrnaking Dlay be a useful tool in
d.eveloping new or an:u.:~ndcd reference
anl0unts" Therefore, FDA is providing in
proposed § 101.12(h)(14) that, as part of
a petition to establish or amend a
reference alnount~ the petitioner shaH
include inforn1ation about the feasibHHy
of ncgotia ted ruleluaking.

Sonu~ con1ments expressed the need
for research on consulners~

understanding and use of serving size.
FDi\ agrees that additional conSUiner

resea reh could be useful in developing
the final regulation. The agency has
conducted both consumer focus groupis
and formal consumer research on the
forma t of the nutrition label, including
consun1er use and understanding of
serving sizes. As mentioned earlier, 1211:\,
\lviH propose a label format regulation
that reflects these research results in the
near future. "-fhe agency also solicits
data on consumers understanding and
use of serving sizes.)

Eo. Definition ofServing Siz{}

In § 101.9(b)(1) of the 1990 nr-fJin[/)';;aL

1·'dD,,!\ proposed to define or
'''''serving size~~ to nlean the an10unt of
food conllll0nly consumed per eating
occasion. Section 403[,q)(1)(AJ(i.) of the
act defines serving size 8.8 an aUlount of
food Hcustolnarily consumed~9 (elnphash;;
added]. FDA interprets '~an arnount
custor.na:i'ily GonsunH:;d~' to mean. ~'an

arnQunt conlfil0nly consurned.'9 W'ebstef
dictionaries define '~customarily~~as
Husually/~ and9 in turn t define uusuar' as
~'common"HThe \Vebster's New
I)jctionary of Synonyuls and
InterIlationaJ Thesaurus list HcornrnDn"~

as a synonym for Hcustorr~"ary.'; "fhu~~~

FDi\\~s interpretatiun of lOan arn,ount
custornarilv consulned~~ to n1can <tan
amount co~mon!yconsumed" is .
consistent: vvith the of thf~ ""\lord

HCH~tonulriJYI"J as defined in ~~:t~~nd:n'd

i11uthoritative dictionaries (,~nd th!~s';;;jt,

1-l"cH..\'~~vcr'l to D,akp the dpfinHion
Lonsish~nl vvHh the une in thl~: uet, i ~ I

§ lOl.B{bJ(lL FIlA ifi proposing t~J)

tJH:~ tenn "cornmonJy'!') in lht~l';~~~H

proposed df~finition vvith the lern)l
'~cu8t(HnarH:/9 and to a.dd 8l requin;td~:\·J.!

for the of f:PI'ving s~ze if!l <A
corrnnon ineasure. Thu;;., Fl)t~

has revised proposed § lOl.9{bHl) to
stat{~:; ~"rhe ternl /scrving~ or 'serving
size') IneanH an a 1nount of food
Cll.s!,(U17larJrlV consumed per eating
oc:casion by persons 4 years of rtge ur
older vv'bich is expressecl in a c(nntnUJi

household nu~aSl1re thot is aplJ['opr/otLJ

{(]I the food.,'; W'hen the article purpurts
or is represented to be for infants nr for
fodd1.0~rs'J a or serving siz(~

tneans an amount food custornoriiv
cOnSt1lm.ed per eating occasion by inf;Hds

to 12 months of Hge or by children 1.
3 years of ") (The underlined!

portion differs from definition in thf~

1990 proposaL]
In § lOl.9(b)(1) of the 1990 proposat

FDA proposed lo define "portion" to
mea~ U an amou~t of a ,food, custornarHy
usea only a.s an IngredIent In the
preparation of other foods. n This
definition is consistent with the
description in the act Therefore, FD!\ is
retaining the definition of "portion"! in
§ 101..9(b)(1) of this reproposal but
modifying it slightly to fit the language
of the a.ct The modified definitionread!-'j
H'," -t, t,. The term lportion9means an
amount of a food that is not typically
expressed in a serving size, Leo, a food
customarily used only as ant ingredierd~
in the preparation of other foods (e.g., ~i4

cup flour or ~/4 cup tomato sauce ).,"

C. DefinithJ17t of8ingle-ServhJg
Container

In § 101.9(b)(2j of the 19BO proposaL
FDi\ proposed to define a single-serving
cont.ainer as a container 150
percent or less of the standard
size and to require that the entire
content of the package be 18beled as (:nH~

'fhe agency proposed this
deHntiHon on the basis of an inforxn;d
survey that H. conducted in the
Washington, IJC area and FDA;sFood
.LlUlLFc;j[j(J.'.~ and Package Survey (Ref. 'l:?)
These surveys suggested that the 150
percent upper !iIni! on single-serving
containers vV'ould cover alrnost all
packages ¥Jhose contents are likely to
be conSllmed at a single-eating occasion.,

F1.bout tVJo-thirds of the comments on.
the 19BG proposal supported FDP~~s

definition.. Several COHlments,
recommended a different cutoff level for
single-serving containers ho\vever.
SorrH~ COD1Dlents stated that the upper
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lilnit should be lowered, e.g., to 125
percent, while another comrnent
suggested increasing the upper lirnit to
200 percent of the standard serving size"
j\ few COffilnents recolnnH~nded a range
such as 75 to 125 or 50 to 150 percent of
the standard serving. l'he IOrvl report
(Ref. 1) also recomn1cnded a range of 50
to 150 percent of the commonly
consumed unit.

The agency has learned frofTl its o\vn
observations in the marketplace and
through comments and presentations at
the public meeting on serving sizes~ that
single-serving packages and containers
that are larger than 150 percent of the
proposed standard serving sizes are not
uncon1ffion on the market and may be
increasing in number. One company. for
example, pointed out that single-serve
buffet cans of canned fruits with pop
tops, which contain 200 percent of the
proposed standard serving size, are
relatively new on the market but are
already extremely popular. Presenters at
the public hearing also pointed to
additional products intended for
consumption a t a single-eating occasion
that exceed 150 percent of the proposed
standard serving sizes, e.g., king-size
candy bars. The agency is unable to
predict the extent to which these types
of larger single-serving products may
become available but notes that an
increasing number of foods are
packaged for convenience to individuals
in snacking and in eating away from
home.

Because many single-serving
packages exceed the proposed '150
percent leveL the agency believes that it
is not appropria te to lo\ver the cutoff
level for the definition of a single
serving container. Ra ther, in light of the
evidence of the trend to larger packages~
the agency believes that it is more
appropriate to increase the upper limit
to Hless than 200 percent." This higher
level, if adopted, will require that more
snlall packages be labeled as a single
serving.

The agency is proposing to set the
upper limit at "less than 200 percenf; of
the reference amount fortwo reasons.
First, products that contain 200 percent
of the reference amount are, by
definition, 2 servings. Thus, they are not
single servings. Second, there is a
significant question as to whether these
larger size products \vill usually be
consumed at a single-eating occasion by
one individual, considering that the
customarily consumed amount is one
half or less than the package container.
Tnus, the agency believes that it would
not be accurate to require that packages
containing 200 percent or nlore, be
labeled as single-serving containers.

Other concerns about the proposed
upper limit of 150 percent of the
standard serving size had to do with a
possibility that sonle unanufacturers
might increase the size of their product
to slightly :more than this limit to be able
to use a smaller standard serving size.
This change would mean that the label
infornlation would be misleading to
consumers who usually conSUllle the
entire amount in the container.

FDA is a\'\Jare that such
rnisrepresentations may occur in
relation to any upper cutoff level that
the agency Inay propose. The agency
does not believe that there is a ready
solution to this problem. The agency
believes that the solution that it is
proposing is the most fair, because a
manufacturer who provides 200 percent
or nl0re of the reference amount is
providing two servings of the food under
the standards that FDA is proposing.
That nlanufacturer is entitled to label its
food accordingly.

Some food industries criticized the
proposal to label the total content of a
single-serving container as one serving
because it would result in different
nutritional values appearing on the
labels of the same food product,
depending upon the size of the container
in which the product is packaged. The
comments stated that consumers would
be confused seeing nutrition information
tha t differs on the same food.

In the notice of public meeting, the
agency requested vie'ws and data on
whether differences in the listing of the
nutritional content of the same food
would be confusing to consumers. No
data on this issue were presented at the
meeting or in written comments.

FDA continues to believe that
nutrition information based on the entire
content of the container for small
containers that are usually consumed at
a single-eating occasion is most
lueaningful to consumers because it
reflects the nutrient content of the
quantity of food that is customarily
consumed in the circumstances.
lvforeover, a large number of consumers
requested that FDA require that
nutrition information on these products
be provided for the entire contents of
the container.

Sonle industry comments stated that it
'\vas unnecessary to define single
serving containers at all. One industry
comment supported defining a single
serving container to be whatever a
manufacturer chooses to call a single
serving. However, consunlers repeatedly
complained about multiple servings
declared on some obviously single
serving products such as soft drinks

Therefore, FDA considers it essential to
define single-serving containers.

One industry comment addressed the
question of how to define single-serving
containers using criteria not related to
an amount consumed, e.g.~ whether the
package is recloseable.

FDA does not believe such cri teria
\vauld be practical or meaningful. Wi th
the introduction of the recloseable
plastic bag and othe,r type of closure8?
any container can be made recloseablc
regardless of the package size.

Comments suggested that FDA
establish a lower cutoff level, or thal it
allow a smaller amount, such as 50 to 75
percent of the standard serving size to
be labeled as a half serving. These
comments were based on concerns
about the possibility that serving sizes
could be manipulated in a wa.y that
'would result in the abuse of adjectival
descriptors like "low sodium." Many
consumers and health professionals \vho
commented on single serving containers
expressed concerns about such abuse.

In § 101.12(g), FDA is proposing that
both the serving size declared on the
label and the reference amount be used
in determining whether a food meets the
definition for an adjectival descriptor.
Use of both the label serving size and
the reference amount will prevent a
single-serving container from 'qualifying
for the descriptor based on package size
alone. Also, elsewhere in this issue of
the Federal Register, FDA is proposing
regulations for adjectival descriptors
that the agency believes will also
prevent abuses in their use. Therefore~
at this time, FDA does not consider it
necessary to define a lower limit for
single-serving containers. If a lower lilnit
becomes necessary for reasons other
than concern about adjectival
descriptors, the agency will reconsider
this issue.

Based on all of the information
presented to the agency, FDA believes
that: (1) Single-serving containers should
be defined, (2) it is desirable to increase
the upper limit, and (3) there is no basis
to establish a lower limit at this time.
Therefore, in § 101.9(b)(6) of this
reproposal, FDA is proposing to require
that manufacturers decla.re that there is
a single-serving in a container or
package that contains less than 200
percent of the reference amount
proposed in § 101.12(b), and that they
declare nutrition information based on
the total content of the container.

A few industry comments stated that
there should be no upper Iimit on single~

serving containers.
The agency would not consider it

appropriate to label a very large
:ontainert e.g.~ a half gallon of ice
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:T(~a tH 1 as a ~LlgJ(~-s:~t'ving contain~';('.

J k'~"V(~ver. 11) prnvi(h~ flexihnHYI in
~' iOL9(hHnj cd' thi~; r(lprOr)(lf~;d~ tfH'

is IH'npof-;ing 10 aUovv the:
.\ ..• ,;".~.,\,;,!,.~-,.• ~. to declare a singl~l,-S&.':)\:in,g

(;a :iJnali containpr's ~""6jlli.• ~~.;,'I'·.~~.~:

:!.OO fJJerc{~nt or IT10re of the ref~~r~r:'r.~ci\

innount if tJH~ enHr(J~ content of th;:~

("ont}:n(~r can h~; e:,,:p'~Gt(~d~ rCi)~(~n,:Jln~,\/

~o be: con~3unH~d a ~ a singJe-eaOnr'1
ncc~~~don. ·rhe deh;rnlination for
r'(~a!-lon~d)len(~ssshould be based or:: fond
c.u;nsun;p~iondata under acfuaJ
cond,Hioru; of use. ~1anufacttH'ers shouJd
be pt~:~pared 10 provide the agency \.vHh
lh~~ dab} that supports the singt£;-S(~f\'ing

c!a~rn upon requp.st. The agen.cy is iH;vare
th.a~t t:hi~~ rtHo\/vance has a potenHa~ fO:I'
ol:suse.. Th.r': ag(~ncy intends to con.sFdJ~~1

regulatory action for misuse of this
;nllo\t\IHnce.

FIJA reql.lef;ts conUl1entr; on the nevv
upper limH for single-serving containers
and on \vhether it is reasonable to aU(H>\l

the lnanufacturer to determine the
single~servingstatus above that level.,

D. jJroposed lleference AnlOUl1ls lor
Serving Sizes

1. Introduction

In § 101..12(b) of the '1990 proposal9

FIlA proposed standard serving sizes for
159 product categories that \vere
prim.arily based on the amount
cOlunlonly consulned by the relevant
population (I.e., persons 4 or more years
of age, infants, or toddlers) as reported
in the 1977-l978r~'ationwideFood
Consunlption Survey (N'FeS) conducted
byUS[)i\~ 'fhe proposed standard
serving sizes \vere generally expressed
in l1.8. units.

The 1990 an.lendlnents require that
FYJA establish standards to define
a.erving size (section 2(b)(l)(B) of the
1990 cunendrnen ts). To iInplement thi.s
requirement FDA is proposing to
establish procedures under which
n1anufacturers \'Vould derive the
appropriate serving size from the
reference amounts in § 101.12(b), instead
of establishin.g specific serving sizes.

Before discussing the reference
Hrnounts and the other procedures for
determining servIng size t FDA V'vishes to
respond to cornments that it received on
t~e me~h~dology.that .should be used in
(H.d.ernulung servIng Slzes~

1. About tV;fo-thirds of the COlunlents
on the 1.990 proposal, that addressed the
methodology question agreed \tvith
FDA's approach of using food
consurnption data. The other conlnH~nt6)

suggested that other or additional
sources be used, such as longstanding
industry serving sizesJ serving sizes
currently in. use, the serving sizes in
dietary guidance or·educational

Jna:(~riarsl dj;dJP:ic food exr:h;~ngc: U~d.'.:.;

and USfJ,:,\ lldndhoot nurnlH~r 721

pntitJed "·N~:.triti\/(:; Value of Fuod~:;.. ·'·:
Discussion at the public

focu~ed I;~rg~~ly on thi~ btsue., T\vo
COnSUnHl.r organizc,iions supported
FIJ..\·s US2 ()f fnod consunlption d;·d:±~ tr!'-~

the h:!,sis, for eSta hUshing ~1f;nri,ng !-dzr:s,
{)nf- organization staff~d that the l~lHn

iHn('-ndrnf:nfs require the use of (Jn1.y fl.!(h{u

t~(~n~un1ption data in estahlishing
f-i;erving sizes. l-!owev(~r.) n~os.t other
presenters statpd thHt~ in addiHon to
food consurnption data~ other'
infonntdion such as those Hstedt t~dJ;,'i)\'e,)

should be used H~ s~~pplen~en.tary

sources for dehn'rnining servh1g sizes f(1)j('

nutrition labeling purposes.
Eection 4.0~J(qHl)V\Hi)of the act ha;.;J

the effect of requiring the use of food
consuJuption data 8.5 the primary bHSis
for the serving size determinaUon.; FDi\
believes thn t without such data~ it is
impossible io determjne the arnount of
food that is customarily consumed"
l-Ioweverv FDA believes that other
information related to serving size G;:ln

be useful, particularly when food
consurnption data are inadequate. l'he
agency used severa.l additi.onal source~
of information in arriving at the:
reff3rence amounts proposed in
§ 101.12(b). These additional sources9

and when and hOl'" they were used, are
described in sections IV.D.3.c., Hnd
IV.D.3.d. of this document

VVith regard to longstanding industry
serving sizes, i.n the Februa.ry 26, 1991
noHce for the public meeting9 FD...I\
requested conlments a.nd supporting
data on the definition of "longstandingt~
serving size. One comment stated that
longstanding serving size should include
serving sizes used before 19739 a.s a
miniJnum, and presented three exatnpleR
of serving size used before that date.

Since it had no estabHshed definition
or sufficient data to define longstanding
serving sizes9 the agency took into
consideration all serving sizes suggested
in comments regardless of their hJstory
of use and serving sizes currently on
product labels in arriving -at the
reference lunounts (Ref. 2).

FDA does not consider the diabetic
exchange lists to be an appropriate
source to use in deterIn.ining serving size
under the act for several n:;3sons.
Serving sizes contained in the diabetic
excha.nge lists are tailored 80 that each
food chorce \vithin an individual
exchange list will provide siro.Har
anlounts of calories~ protein9

carbohydrate, and fat (Ref. 5). Therefore9

the driving force in determining the
serving size for the exchange lists is
calorie content and content of energy...
producing n18cronutrients, not an
anlount of food custonlarilyr consumed

as !\';q uired by th~~ act.. Cun~,~~~q H'~n;i y.,
nlany differ(~nf specific serving si~·('.': ;i~':;

gh/(~n fe!i(' indivj(h~H! foods tha t hcinng fo
th~~ sarrH~ categnry .. F'or pXiunpk'" ::;{;,\,'('r:d

scr\/ing size~;, are given for fruzun
d~;~;~f:"~rt;)~ J/; cup fCB' shcrh(~t 1f;. c;:p fur
froz{:~n Y08ur1.~ jJ,nd ~/:.:: cup fCH' ice crea ~H.

Also., the serving size for ~OO'le fnod~·~ j~.;

very srnalt ~:::.g.~ one-half English rnurn;;'I)
which do(~s not r(':l)r'~;.,cn~ H1J :-nnonnfl
(;1wtornarHy conrHHned by the
DOPULrHIiO]D." rn addHioo 1 FfJA

thrd.

!l~''\n'i''('Il'''''l'''I'llti''J\ to u~)e a~;

n.u trition 1a bell ~ !~~ X,:f
prtH.hH.:ts for the popu{ation.,

FIJA does not consider the
sizes in any USDA IIandbook.s~

including nnmbt~Jr 7'2.) to be an
appropria.te source given the dennHiof.\.
of ~~serving size9

' in the act. Because
these l-Iandbooks are not intended to
reflect "anlount cuslo.anarily c;onsumed~~~

the serving sizes in thern are not based
on food consurnption da ta and are not
necessarily representative of an an~ount

custolnarily consunled. In addition,
these handbooks list a limited. number of
the prepared and packaged foods (e.g..)
frozen entrees} that arc subject to
Dlandatory nutrition labeling.

Z~ SOUle industry comments c(llntended
that rnany currently used serving siz(;~

have been used for fi;uny years and are
fam.iHar to consumers? and ther,,~fon~

that changing then} could be CO!nnl~.linH·)

The act defines fH~rli'ing size as an
anlount custonlurily c.onsumed., 'rhus,.
the prinlary basis for serving size rnus!
be consumption data~ not current
labeling practices. Furth~,;rroore~a
professional nutrition associa tion
cornuJented that its m~~~nbers have
reported that consurners an.~ genen:~Hy

unaware of thH serving sizes that arn
used by industry. At the pGbHe ~&."""~'."":',,,c,,)

Bl consumer organization nf"~''';f)nf.(.• (i!

similar data from it~;. (HNH Hl.l.orrn~.:U

survey_ Based on this iJifoI'rI.la1hJn1 the
agency does not tH:;Ur;,te that it \.vould he
confusing to consunlt')l'S to rnak~::'! change§:
in currently used sizes.

3. Industrv cornments also stHted tlAhlt
SOUle of the"scrving 8f:u~s in current tJ~3~~
\'vere estH.blished 'v\dth
FDl\.

The agency a.cknovvledges thaC in the:]
absence of fi forrnal regulation and upon
the request of different segments of the
food industry! it has provided advisory
opinions on serving size on a food·~by"

food basis~ These advisory opinions
have notgone through rulemaking
p~ocedures.FDA is novy'required by tat'\!
to develop a serving size regulaUon for
nIl food products b~sed on an amount
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that is customarily consun1ed. l'herefore.
the proposed reference amounts listed in
§ 101.12(b), and the label serving sizes
derived under the procedures proposed
in this document, \vill supersede all
advisory opinions previously given to
the industry.

4. SOllle industry commen ts objected
to the use of only food consumption cia ta
in deternlining serving sizes on the basis
that:

(1) Food consunlption data have
kno\vn inaccuracies:

(2) The amount per eating occasion
does not reflect the mul tiple servings or
·"helpings" that rnay be consumed at a
single-eating occasion:

(3) The data us~d for the proposal
,.\'ere more than a decade old and eating
habits may have changed; and

(4) Food consumption data are not the
recommended amounts in terms of diet
and health. Some nonindustry comments
also supported the use of more recent
data such as data from 1987-1988 NFCS.

FDA acknowledges that the 1987-1988
NFCS data may have inaccuracies (e.g.~

underreporting of intakes) as food
consumption surveys usually do.
HO\\fever, food consumption survey
data, such as NFCS, provide objective
estimates of amounts of food
customarily consumed. The NFCS is
nationally representative and represents
the most comprehensive data on food
consumption practices of the u.s.
population that are available to the
agency. In using the food consumption
data, the agency sought to ensure that
the amount reported was reasonable
(see section IV.D.3.d. of this document).
As for multiple helpings or servings, it is
very likely that some people reported
amounts that represented multiple
helpings or servings because the total
reported by such people represents the
amount that they customarily consume
at a single eating occasion.

Since the 1990 proposal\vas
published, USDA has released the final
data tape for the 1987-1988 NFCS. FDA
analyzed this new survey data in
developing the proposed reference
amounts, as discussed in section
IV.D.3.a. of this document.

The argument tha t serving sizes
should be recommended amounts in
terms of diet and health is not consistent
\\'ith the requirement of the act. The act
defines serving size as Han arnount
customarily consumed" and not an
amoun t recomnlended to pronlote
health.

5. Several comnlents on how to
calculate customarily or commonly
consumed amounts included suggestions
for: (1) the use of the median instead.of
the mean because meanis.more likely
influenced by outlier values than the

tnedian, (2) the use of the nlode (that is.
the most frequently consumed anlount).
(3) inclusion of the sample size in the
cri teria. (4) consideration of the
demographics of Hkey~' consun1ers and
avoidance of data ske\ved by
nonprimary users, and (5) the use of the
IO'west common denominator in
household measures for a product (e.g.! '1
oz for cheese, one slice for bread).

In determining the standard serving
sizes proposed on July 19, 1990~ FDA
used the amount consumed per eating
occasion (hereinafter referred to as
·'consumed serving size (CSSf") by an
individual as the basis for serving size.
To estimate the amount cornmonly
consumed by a population group, the
agency used both the mean and the
median CSS for the group, \vith the
mean as the driving force and the
median as a guide in rounding the value
to a meaningful household measure. For
example. if the mean was 2.3 oz and the
median was 1.6 oz, the agency rounded
the mean down to 2 oz rather than up to
2.5 oz. FDA believes that both the mean
and the median ess are valid values for
determining the customarily consumed
amount, and that the exclusion of one or
the other is not desirable.

Regarding the suggestion for use of thn
mode, FDA performed additional data
analysis for this reproposal to include
the mode. The mode \vas not useful~

however, as the sole criterion for
determining the reference amount
because most food groups had two or
more modes, and there usually was no
obvious or rational basis to choose one
over the other. However, the mode did
provide additional guidance in
deternlining the reference amount. The
agency also took the sample size into
consideration in developing the
reference amounts, as discussed in
sections IV.D.3.d. of this document

Concerning the suggestion to consider
the demographics of "key" consumers
and avoidance of data skewed by
nonprimary users. the NFCS survey
design took into consideration the
demographics of all users, and Ukey'~

users usually deternline the custonlarily
consumed amounts (i.e.~ mean, median;
and lnodal ess values). The mean is
influenced by outliers, but this influence
is lessened as sample size increases~

The consideration of sample size, and.
the median and modal CSS values.
which are less influenced by the outliers
or ske\Jved data, further improved the
determination of the reference amounts
in this reproposal.

Finally, ~ith respect to the suggested
use of the lowest common denominator~

'in light of the requirement of the act that
serving size be the amount customarily
consumed. FDA does not belleve that

use of the lowest COinmon denonlinator
is legally allo\vable except \'\Then it
represents the customarily consumed
aHlount.

6. Another industry conlment stated
that a \veighted average is not
appropriate for deternlining serving size
because there are too manv varieties of
a product!food item. .,

FDA is wen aware of the largavariety
of food products in the marketplace..
One reason why the agency could not
establish serving sizes for a limjtcd
number of broad categories as
recommended by the 10M report is the
large variety of food products (see
section IIl.A. of this document).
Consequently, the agency performed
extensive data analysis to ensure that
only foods similar in dietary usage and
consumption size were included in a
proposed product category. FDr\
continues to believe that a reasonable
reference amount can be established for
all product categories by grouping foods
that are similar in dietary usage and
consumption size.

7. Several oral presentations at the
public nleeting and written comments
that FDA received in response to the
meeting notice stated that the amount
Ucustomarily consumed" is highly
variable and is related to a number of
factors such as the age and sex of the
individual. Some industry comOlents
stated that the amount of food
customarily or typically consumed is
also affected by such factors as how a
food is packaged and positioned in the
marketplace (e.g., as a snack or entree),
and that the average consumed amount
is difficult to define for many food
products because of their many uses and
varying consumption at different times
of day.

FDA acknowledges that the high
variability among individuals in the
amountd that are customarily consumed
may reduce the value of a reference
quantity to anyone individual who is
not consuming servings of foods that are
approximately the size of that reference
quantity. Therefore, FDA is also
proposing to permit manufacturers to
present nutrient values based on a
uniform unit (e.g., 100 g or 1 oz), in
addition to the declaration of nutrients
on the basis of a serving. Such
presentations may, in some
circumstances, facilitate comparisons of
different kinds of the same food.
Furthermore, such presentations may
also facilitate comparisons of foods
belonging to different food grollPS.

In addition to the variability among
individuals, FDA recognizes that the
diverse nature of food products also
co~plicates the process for determining
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reference amounts. I-Iowever, national
food consumption surveys, including
IJSDA's NFCS, have nlany factors built
into the survey design that make it
possible to estimate food consunlption
patterns representative of the u.s.
population. Sample persons in the
survey are selected by sta tistical
procedures that ensure representation of
all ages, both sexes, and other
delTIographic and socia-economic
characteristics of the u.s. population.
Dietary intake informaHon is coHected
throughout the day so as to cover many
different uses (e.g., as snacks vs.
entrees) and varying consumption at
different times of day (e.g., breakfast vSo

dinner). Therefore, many concerns
raised in the comrnents are addressed
by the design of the NFCS survey.

The agency is willing to consider any
data that InDy give a better estimate of
an amount cl.~stomarilyconsumed for a
specific product category. Although FDi\
received some data in the comments,
these data were unacceptable for
various reasons. For example, the
estimates were not representative of the
food consumption practices of the
relevant population group; the data were
inappropriate because of fla'it'IS in the
study design; or there was poor
documentation of the methodology. In
section K (Petition Process), the agency
is proposing general guidelines on how
to conduct a survey and to collect data
f". C'n~1nn,"," 0 ,",Ortll0l:!t fro.,. pl·l!:~nno in ~
loU ';'UppV.l" U .l"''''iU\.ILJll. .LV.L ~.L.L""'''''''5'''' ......... u.

proposed reference amount or to
establish a reference amount for a
subcategory of food or a product
category not covered by this reproposal.

FDA is well aware of the fact that an
a.mount of food customarily consumed is
highly variable among people who differ
by age, sex, body build, life style, and
other attributes. The agency wishes to
make it clear that it is not trying to
estimate accurately serving sizes that
apply to any particular individual. As
pointed out in the 1990 proposal, neither
the reference amount nor the serving
size declared on the product label are to
be interpreted as recommended amounts
for consumption. Rather, given the
particular product category, the
reference amount, which may be
modified some,vhat as the serving size
on the product label because of the size
and shape of the product, represents the
amount of that type of food that is
customarily consumed by persons in a
particular population group (e.g., by all
persons 4 years of age or older).

8. One of the general principles that
FDA followed in arriving at the standard
serving sizes in the 1990 proposal was
tha t a serving size should be based on
only the edible portion of food, and not

bone, seed, shell, or other inedible
components. The National Fisheries
Institute commented that serving sizes
for fish cannot alwavs be based on
edible weight becau~e bones cannot be
separated frOin flesh.

FDA believes that the fish industry
should be able to estimate the edible
portion of the fish from its own da ta or
other standard sta tistical data that
provide percent refuse informaHon, e.g,~

USDA I-Iandbook No. 102 entitled "Food!
Yields Summarized by Different Stages
of Preparation H (Ref. 18).

9. Some comments that agreed with
the use of food consulT}ption data
expressed reserva.tions about some
specific aSp2cts of the 1990 proposal.
The Association of State and Territorial
Officials stated that the basis for serving
sizes should be the average amount
consurned by an adult. A fe'~N health
professionals commented that it was
unrealistic to calculate averuge amounts
from food consumption data that include
all persons 4 years of age and older
because of the large differences in the
amount of food eaten.

FDA proposed t\'\10 sets of standard
serving sizes in the 1990 proposal, one
for infant and toddler foods and one for
the general food supply. Infant and
toddler foods were presented separately
because these foods differ from the
general food supply in that they are
specially processed for consumption by
infants or by very young children.
Children 4 years of age and older
generally eat from the same food supply
as the rest of the family.

FDA ackno\vledges that there are
large differences in the amounts
consumed among persons 4 years of age
or older. Having several sets ofserving
sizes for different age subgroups of the
general population category would
likely produce serving sizes more
realistic for each subgroup. However,
several columns of nutrition
information, one for each age
subcategory, would be required on the
labels of many products. These
additional columns would be
unreasonable and impracticaL As
pointed out earlier, neither the reference
amount nor the serving size declared on
the product label are amounts
recommended for consumption. They
represent reasonable quantities of foods
for declaring nutritional values.
Accordingly, FDA is proposing one set
of reference amounts for all persons 4 or
more years of age.

10. A baby food manufacturer
commented that the amount customarily
consumed is not appropriate for foods
intended for infants and children
because their intakes vary markedly,

and mothers could interpret the serving
size as a reconlnlended amount.

FDA believes that this comment
rrlisunderstands the purpose of a serving
size. The serving size declared on the
product label is not an amount
recomrnended for consumption. It is~ by
statute 7 the amount customarily
consumed.

FDA believes th2. t this type of
rnisunderstanding can best be addressed
through public education. l'he agency~s

promulgation of nutrHion labeling
regulaHons win be follo\'ved by a
consumer education program to assist
consumers in using the nutrition
infornlation on the label.

The co]npany suggested using the jar
(Leo~ the entire content of the jar) as the
serving size. The act requires serving
size to be the amount custoITlarily
consurned and, therefore, jar size cannot
be used as the basis for determining the
reference amount which, in turn,
determines the label serving size, unless
the jar size agrees with the customarily
consulned amount. The reference
alTIOunts for baby foods in § 101.12(b)
are the amounts customarily consumed
by infants, from 'Nhich the
manufacturers are to determine the label
serving size for their products. Because
most small jars currently in the
marketplace meet the definition for
single-serving containers, nutrition
information for most baby foods would
be provided on a per jar basis. Hov.rever.)
an increasing nUITlber of nlulti-serving
containers of baby foods are entering
the market. The label serving size based
on the reference amount enables
nutritional comparison of these
products.

11. One industry comrnent on the 1990
proposal stated that, because FDA
selected foods having a high frequency
of consumption to represent the
category instead of using all foods
appropriate for the category, the agency
results were incorrect. The company
further claimed that FDi\'S
misclassification of the pourable salad
dressings category led the agency to
inappropriately set the serving size for
pourable salad dressings at 2
tablespoons rather than 1 tablespoon.
The company submitted results of its
o\vn analysis ""vhich supported 1
tablespoon.

FDA reexamined its original food
selection scheme and repeated the cia ta
analysis using all foods relevant for the
category. The results reaffirmed the
appropriateness of the original food
selection strategy ~nd the accuracy of
the results published in the 1990
proposal (Ref. 19).
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12. A government agency commented
tha t some product ca tegories were not
sufficiently descriptive, making it
difficul t to make proper ca tegorizaHan
of products. A few industry comments
stated that they had difficulty in
identifying the product category in
wvhich their products belong and
requested additional categories.
Products cited in the comments v~'ere

fish sticks and sandwiches.
Fish sticks are included in the

category of uFish, shellfish, and meat or
poultry substitutes: entrees (cooked)
\vHhout sauce H (renamed in this
reproposal as uFish, Shellfish, and IvIea t
or Poultry Substitutes: Entrees without
sauce H

). In the 1990 proposal,
sandwiches were included in the
rcategory of "Meal type trays: Lunch or
dinner trays, Sandwich." For this
reproposal, sandwiches are included in
the category of "?\1ixed dishes: Not
measurable \vith cup * * *."

To help manufacturers and others to
identify the category in which their
specific products fit, the agency has
provided an extensive list of products
for each product category (Ref. 20). FDA
has also modified the names of some
product categories to be more
descriptive. >

13. A few industry comments stated
that there should be two serving sizes
for some foods (e.g., rice), one for its use
as a side dish and one for its use as an
entree.

FDA rejects this suggestion for three
reasons. First, one of the uses of the
reference amount is to determine the
appropriateness of nutrient content and
health claims made for food products.
Such a determination cannot be nlade
on two or more different bases (Le.,
standards), e.g., a smaller reference
anlount to evaluate a claim for a side
dish and a larger reference amount to
€"valuate a similar claim on a similar
product labeled as an entree.

Secondly, there is no assurance that a
product labeled as a side dish will not
be consumed as an entree, and vice
versa. Thirdly, FDA does not believe
that this suggestion is in the best interest
of the consumers. Two reference
axnounts win interfere with the goal that
there be uniformity among serving sizes
declared on similar products by
different manufacturers.

The agency would not object,
however, to manufacturers providing a
second column of nutrition information
based on an alternative serving size as a
side dish or as an entree. However, the
agency wants to make it clear that it
will use the reference amOUDt to
evaluate whether the product meets
FDA standards for any claim made for
the product.

14. A consumer organization pointed
out that a manufacturer of liquid cream
substitutes uses 1 tablespoon as the
serving size for nutrition labeling but
promotes the product for use \lvith
breakfast cereal. Because the amount of
the cream substitute consumed with the
breakfast cereal is much larger (e.g., 1/2
cup or 8 tablespoons) than when used as
a coffee whitener, the nutrition
information based on 1 tablespoon is
misleading to consumers who use the
product with breakfast cereals.

FDA agrees with the comment that
nutrition information based on 1
tablespoon, which is the customarily
consumed amount of this food, is
misleading to consumers who use the
product with breakfast cereals as
suggested by the manufacturer. This
type of promotion can happen to any
product. To prevent such misleading
labeling, in § 101.9(b)(11) of this
reproposal, FD.,.l\. is proposing that if a
product is promoted on the label,
labeling, or advertising for a use that
differs in quantity by twofold or greater
from the use upon which the reference
amount in § 101.12(b) is based (e.g.,
liquid cream substitutes promoted for
use with breakfast cereals), the
nlanufacturer must provide a second
column of nutrition information based
on the amount customarily consumed in
the prolTloted use, in addition to the
nutrition information per serving derived
from the reference amount in § 101.12(b).

15. An industry comment pointed out
that portion size varies greatly for all
foods used as ingredients.

FDA acknowledges that ingredient
usage of a food varies widely depending
on the recipe, and food consumption
surveys do not usually provide
information useful for determining
portion size. When survey data were not
available, FDA used various alternative
approaches to estimate the portion sizes
in the 1990 proposal such as the portion
size for flour. FDA used similar methods
in determining the reference amounts for
portion sizes in this reproposal. The
technical report on this reproposal (Ref.
2) docunlents the basis for each portion
size proposed.

16. A manufacturer of "cooking sauce"
e.g.• soy sauce, teriyaki sauce) suggested
using the average amount used in
recipe·s to determine a portion size of
cooking sauce.

Some "cooking sauces" (e.g., soy
sauce) are used both in the form as
purchased and as an ingredient of other
foods. As discussed above, ingredient
usage varies widely depending on the
recipe and there is no easy way to
determine the customarily consumed
amount of these sauces using recipes.
NFCS does provide some estimates of

the consumed serving size of these
sauces in the form purchased. Therefore.
the !'~FCS data are the best information
available, and FDA used them to
determine the reference arnount for the
"'cooking sauces."

2. General Principles Considered in
Developing Reference Amounts

The act defines serving size as the
amount customarily consumed which is
expressed in a common household
measure that is appropriate to the food.
Although the amount customarily
consumed is similar in weight or
volume, in many instances, the
customarily consumed amounts in
household measures differ for different
products within the same category
because they come in different shapes
and sizes. For example, food
consumption data show that the amount
customarily consumed for vegetables
without sauce is about 85 g. A common
household measure for this arnount of
green peas and cut corn would be about
1/2 cup, whereas many other vegetables
come in the form that cannot be
measured with a cup, e.g., brussels
sprouts and broccoli spears. A common
household measure appropriate for the
latter vegetables would be pieces or oz.
Because there is no uniform household
measure that can be used for vegetables,
the most reasonable approach for this
type of food is to establish the reference
amount in g and to let the manufacturers
determine the label s2rving size in a
common household measure that is most
appropriate to their specific products.

FDA, therefore, decided to propose
reference amounts that represent the
amount customarily consunied of the
products within the category, ~vhich

manufacturers can use as the guide to
determine the label serving size in
COITlffiOn household measures that are
most appropriate for their specific
products. To determine the reference
amount of food, FDA used the general
principles and procedures described in
this and following sections. The general
principles, which a~e reflected in
proposed § 101.12(a). are:

a. The reference anlount represents
the amount of food that is customarily
consumed per eating occasion by the
relevant (target) population group as
determined by data from an appropriate
national food consumption survey. This
principle links the reference amount,
and thus the label serving size, to food I

consumption data as required by the act.
b. An appropriate food consumption

survey is one that includes a large
sample size representative of the
demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of the target population
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group for which the food is intended and
that is based on consumption data under
~lctual conditions of use. Use of such a
survey will ensure that the customarily
consulned amount determined is a
reliable estimate that is representative
of all sectors of the U.S. popula tion tha t
consume the food and tha t reflects the
anlount that they actually consume.

c. Three target population groups,
infants, toddlers, and the genera!
population are relevant for esthnating
customarily consunled an10unts of food.
In another technical supporting proposal
published in the Federal Register of July
19, 1990, entitled "Food Labeling;
Refercnc[:' Da.ily Intakes and Daily
Refere,nt;(~ "vdInes" (55 FR 29476), FDi\
identified five age groups for nutrition
10beling purposes. l~he five groups are
infants, toddlers, pregnant, lactating,
and the general population group. The
agency is not aVvare of any foods in the
food supply \'vhich are specially
processed for use by pregnant or
lactating women. Therefore, custonlarily
consumed amounts \vill be estimated
only for three age groups: foods
intended for the general population, Le.,
persons 4 years of age or older; foods
specifically formula ted or processed for
use by infants up to 12 months of age;
and foods specially formulated or
processed for use by toddlers 1. through
3 years of age.

d. To determine the reference amount,
all three statistical estiInates that
represent an amount customarily
consunled, the mean (Le., average), the
lnedian (Le., 50th percentile value), and
the mode (i.e.~ most frequently
consumed amount) of the consumed
amount per eating occasion should be
considered.

e. In addition to food consumption
data, other relevant information on
serving sizes of food, such as that listed
below in section IV.D.3.c. of this
document, should be taken into
consideration, particularly when survey
data are insufficient to give a reliable
estimate of the amount customarily
consumed.

f. The reference amount and, in turn,
the serving size declared on the product
label must be based on the edible
portion of the food because the inedible
parts, such as bone, seed, shell, or rind,
are not consumed and thus do not
contribute to the nutritional value of the
food.

g. I\r1any foods are consumed both as a
serving (Le.,in the form as purchased)
and as a portion (Le., as an ingredient of
other foods]. For example, butter and
margarine are consumed in the form as
purchased and as ingredients of foods
such as cookies and cakes. Because the
amount of such foods used as an

ingredient (i.e., portion size) varies from
recipe to recipe, and there usually is no
easy way to determine the amount
customarily consumed using recipES, the
most reasonable approach for
estirnating the reference anlount f~!r

these foods is to base it on the amount
customarily consumed in the fornl
purchased.

h, The reference amount nlust reflec,t
the Inajor dietary use of the food when
this infonnation is available because the
rna jar usage determines the customarily
consuil!ed an10unt. For example~, DliIk
mqy be used as a beverage or a~; a liquid
to add to coffee or cereal. BCCe use the
olajor usage of milk is as a bc'verage, the
reference amount for m.ilk must reflect
the amount consumed as a beverage.

i. The reference anlount must be
uniform for foods that are similar in
dietary usage, product characteristics'l
and custon1arily consumed amount. For
example~ chips and other similar snacks
(e.g., pretzels and extruded snacks) must
have the same reference am.ount
because these foods are consumed in
similar manner, are used
interchangeably in the diet, and have
similar customarily consumed amounts.
Uniformity in reference amounts for
similar products will enable consumers
to make nutritional comparisons of
these products.

3. Determination of Reference Amounts
for Serving Sizes

This section describes the deta iled.
procedures that FDA used to apply the
general principles described above in
determining the reference amounts.

a. Selection offood consumption data
base. FDA needed a food consumption
data base that contained individual food
intake data representative of the food
consumption practices of the three age
groups of interest. In determining
"standard serving sizes" for the 1990
proposal, FDA chose, from the several
national food consumption survey data
bases then available~USD...J\.'s 1977-1978
NFCS (Refs. 21 through 24). FDA did so
because this data. base contained: (1)
The largest number of persons r 30,777;
(2) data on 3-day dietary intakes; and
(3) data for all ages. Data from more
recent nationvvide food consumption
surveys [e.g. y the NFCS conducted by
USDA in 1937-1988 and the third
National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES III)
conducted by the Department of Health
and Human Services1were not
available. Since the 1990 proposal was
published, USDA released the final data
tape for the 1987-1988 NFCS (Ref. 25).
Dietary intake data from NHl\l\JES HI
are not yet available.

FDA used the 19a7-1988 NFCS as a
source of food consumption daL.1
representative of n10re recent food
consuH1ption practices of the three flgl.~

groups identified for nut.rition labeling
purposes. This new survey, however.
had an unusually low response rR te
(Refs. 26 and 27). If the 1.987-1988 NFCS
had a higher response rn te, the nevv
survey data would have been prefer<-.tbIc\>
to the 1977-1978 NFCS data for
determining the reference amounts of
food because of its recency. HoweverI'
the low response rate limited the use of
the new' t...JFCS data base because there
is no \vay to knolAr if respondents and
nonrespondents behave in the same
way. If the consumption behavior of
nonrespondents is different than tha t of
respondents, the results of the 1987-1983
NFCS are not representative of the
am.Qunt customarily consumed of aU
users in the relevant population group.

Therefore, FDA used both the 1977-·
1978 and 1987-1988 survey data in
developing the reference amounts.
When the results from the 1987-1988
NFCS suggested a change in food
consumption practices since the 1977
1978 NFCS (e.g., consumption increased.
or decreased substantially), FDA used
other recent USDA data that did not
have a response rate problem, namely,
the 1985 and 1986 Continuing Surveys of
Food Intakes by Individuals (CSFlfs)
(Refs. 28 and 29) to confirm the trend
change. As discussed in the technical
report prepared in support of the 1990
proposal (Ref. 17), theCSFII could not
be used as the data base for determining
customarily consumed amounts of food
because it included neither the infant
population nor the whole population of
persons 4 years of age or older.
However, it is an appropriate data base
for the lirnited purpose that FDA used it.
If the validity of the trend \'Vas
supported by the CSFII data, FDA used
the 1987-1988 I'~FCS data. Such a
validity check to confirm the trend
change observed in the 1987-1988 t~FCS

,vas reCOffilnended by an expert ad hoc
comnlittee that evaluated impact of
nonresponse in the 1987-1988 NFCS
(Ref. 26).

b., Deternu'nation of the product
categories. This section provides a
detailed description of how FDA appliedl
the general principles outlined above to
develop the 131 product categories.

i. Step 1. FDA started out with the 9
major food groups used by the USDA for
the NFCS (Ref. 2). The 9 groups are milk
and milk products; meat, poultry, fish,
and mixtures containing these products;
eggs~ m-ixtures with eggs, and egg
substitutes; dry legumes, nuts, and
seeds; grain products; fruits; vegetables;
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fa ts, oils, and salad dressi ngs: a nel
'Sugars, sw~eets, and beverages.

FDA further divided the foods ",,,.ithin
each of these major food groups into
sD1aller groups by product class. For
example, it divided milk and milk
products into such groups as milks,
cheeses, and ice creams. The agency
then further divided foods wi thin each
of these product classes into subgroups
according to dietary usage and other
characteristics that were likely to affect
the levels of consumption of foods
within the product class. For example,
FDA divided cream and cream
substitutes into t\VQ subgroups, fluid
forms and powdered forms: and pickles
in to S subgroups: dill pickles, sour
pickles, sweet pickles, relishes, and
olives, The agency grouped the foods in
t?i~ vvay t?"as,sure that o~ly.those foods
tha t were HKelY to have sImilar levels of
consumption \vere included in the final
food group used to determine the
amount customarily consumed. The
resultant food groups represented the
preliminary product ca tegories.

USDA's major food grouping system
classified foods by the major ingredients
of the food. Thus, under this system
some foods that belong to the same
product category, like soups, are not
Hsted together but rather are separated
into several major food groups
depending on the major ingredients. For
exanlple~ meat, poultry, or seafood
based soups are included in the meat,
poultry. and fish group. Split pea soup is
included in the dry legumes, nuts, and
seeds group: grain-based soups are
included in the grain products group;
and vegetable soups are included in the
vegetable group. In identifying
preliminary product categories, FDA
grouped all soups into one category.

ii. Step 2.. FDA further refined the
preliminary product categories by
selecting foods available in the
marketplace to represent the category,
This selection was necessary because
the NFCS lists foods on an as consumed
basis, and thus, many foods that are not
available in the marketplace are on the
A~t. For example, breads are listed both
in toasted and untoasted forms. FDA did
lrlOt use toasted breads for the CSS
analysis because this form is not
available in the marketplace. In
addition, when incomplete information
\vas obtained from survey respondents.
foods in the NFCS data base were often
described as "not .further specified
(f\JFS) as to * * *. U When these NFS
foods were likely to contain foods that
may differ in consumed serving size,
FDi\ excluded them from the CSS
analysis. For example, "salad dressing.
not further specified" (food code 831-

0010) 'was not used to estimate the CSS
'value for pourable dressings (e.g.,
french dressing. Italian dressing) or for
nonpourable dressings (e.g"
lmayonnaise) because this food code is
Hkeliy to contain both pourable and
nonpourable dressings which may differ
iin consumed serving size.

iii. Step 3. FDA determIned the mean,.
IrDedian~ and modal ess per eating
occasion for each preliolinary product
category (see Ref. 2 for more detailed
description and data).

Jiv. Step 4. The survey data expressed
ithe amount of food consumed in g.
'Therefore, FDA converted the g \'veighi
of the mean, median~ and modal esC',
values de termined in step 3 to measures
that are more meaningful for nutrition
[abeling purposes, Le.• to household
measures such as OZ, fl OZ, cups,
tablespoons, and teaspoons. The agency
used the gram-to-household measure,
described in USDA's manuals showing
the relationship for the common
measure and g weight (Refs. 30 and 31)..
to convert g weights to household
measures. This conversion of the g
\veight to household measures was done
to ensure that foods similar in CSS
values in household measures are
grouped together and that the reference
amounts derived from the survey data
are meaningful in household measures~

which are the label serving size units
required by the act. For example, the
'median CSS value for mixed dishes
without sauce appears to be much lo\;ver
than that for mixed dishes with sauce in
g weight (157 g VS. 249 g), giving a false
impression that the two products have
different CSS values. I-Iowever, when
converted to a cup measure, which is the
COlnmon household measure for these
products, the CSS values for the two
products are more uniform (0.9 vs. 1.1
cup). This similarity reflects the fact that
\vhile the g weight of 1 cup of mixed
dishes without sauce is much lower
[about 150 to 200 g) than the g weight of
1 cup of mixed dishes with sauce (about
2,20 to 250 g). they are consuIIled in
similar amounts in terms of volume.
Therefore, expressing CSS values in
household measures showed clearly that
the same reference amount applies to
both mixed dishes with and without
sauce.

In converting the g weigh t to the
household measure for the purpose of
developing reference amounts, the
agency used the following general
criteria in determining whether weight
or volumetric measures should be used:
It used volumetric measures: (1) for
beverages (in fl oz) and (2) if all foods in
the food group are usually measured on
a volume basis by consumers. e.g.~

honey, syrups, preserves~ and salad
dressings. It used weight measures: (1) if
foods in the food group are usually not
lueasured on a volume basis or are in
distinct units, e.g.~ fish. muffins and
pizzas; or (2) if some foods in the group
are often measured by vtleight, but
others are measured by volume (e.g.. for
fruils and vegetables. small berries and
green peas may b,emeasured by volu:me
[cup], but many \vhole fruits and
vegetables {e.g.,. broccoli spears~

v. Step 5. FDA collapsed the product
categories further to combine product
categories that had simIlar dietary usage
or CSS values in household nH~3sures to
reduce the nurnber of product
ca tegories. For example~ mayonnaise.
sandwich spread, and mayonnaise-type
dressings, in the fats and oils category,
had similar CSS values, and thus FDA
combined thenl into one product
category.

vI. Step 6. Because food consumption
surveys report amounts of foods as
consumed, many foods that are
primarily used as ingredients (e.g., flour.
pie crust) were not on the NFCS food
list FDA added categories for these and
a few other products that were not
reported in the NFCS but that were
identified through comments and
informal checking of the products
available in the Washington, DC
metropolitan area to the preliminary
category list. The resulting list of
product categories represented the final
product categories.

c. HOther information H related to
serving size. To respond to
recommendations in the 10M report and
to comments requesting the use of other
relevant information in addition to food
consumption data and to promote
international harmonization. in addition
to the food consumption data. FDA used
the following informaHon in developing
the proposed reference amounts in
§ lOl.12(b).

i. Serving sizes recon1mended by
dietary guidance recommendations and
other authoritative systems or
organizations (Refs. 3 through 8).

ii. Serving sizes recommended in
comments on the 1990 proposal and in
response to the notice of public meeting.

iii. Serving sizes currently used by
manufacturers (e.g., product labels) and
grocers (e.g., major superma'tket chains].

iv. Serving sizes used by other
countries (e.g., Canada).

d. Procedure for deternl1'ning
reference amounts. To determine the
re'ference amounts that are proposed,
FDA exarflined both the survey data
(CSS values) obtained by the procedures
described in ~ection IV.D.3.b. of this
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docun~enl and the other infornidhon
hsi(~d above. lYsing the genera!
gl!idfdirH;~;, de~criLt~d belo\\,r~ th~~: ;l:.~t~:1~ "~~I

deterndned the rH'opo~;edl reren~Hce

(/ a,ount for cae}, iJf"(H.1uct C~J tegoI'Y .. The!
CSS vdhH~S and the detailed description
of how the propo;;ed reference anl\lun~

v.ras determined for each produrJ
category are contained in FD..." ~s

technical report (Ref. 2).
L Because the act requires thuj; fc:odf

i:,;.l!H:auupiion da~a be use~j as th\:.: ,
pnolary data SOUlce far the servIng SL,:':.~;\

deternlina tiO(1~ in deterrnining th~

reference arilounts for specific: prOdtH',h
categories. FDr\ fir'Sl considered fond
COnSU[TlptiGD data and vlhether H
pro'.,ride'd An nppropriote basis frorn
\vhich to derive reference amounts. In
deciding \vhether the data provided an
appropriute basis~ FDi\ considered the
a dequacy of the salTIple s~ze and the
(',onsish~ncyof the datrL

iL FDi\ believes that a samph~ sizn
(nuxnber of eating occasions) of 140 nr
larger is large enough to provide
rCHsonable assurance for a reliable
estimate for the customarily consumed.
amount This sample size is the saIne as
the n1iniInum sample size used by USDi\
to pre~~ent the 5th and the 95th percentile
values for the r'J'FCS data (Ref. 32)0
Although FDi\ did not use the 5th and
the 95th percentile values in developing
the reference amounts9 it did use the
mode~ Many product categories had
multiple modes, \'fhich, to be reliable.;
must be based on alarger sample size
than that vV'hich "vauld be necessary to
ensure the reliability of the mean or the
Jnedian values. Therefore, to ensure that
the raodal values were reliable~ FDf\
used 140 as the cutoff for the adequa tei
sample size~ \r\lhich is the largest
rrdniInUlTI sample size required for
presenting the NFCS data (Ref. 32).

FDl\. believes that a sample size of 40
through 139 (intermediate r~nge) may
not be large enough to provide
reasonable assurance of a reliable
estimate of the customarily consumed
am.Gunt considering the multiple modes
obsf~rvcd for many product catcgories~

The lower cutoff level for the
intcrnH:;dial.e range (40) is L.~e sa.rn~~ as
the rninirnum samnle size used USDA
to present the 25th and the 75th
percentHe values for the r~FCS data
(Ref. 32).

FDl\ believes that a sample size of
less than 40 is inadequate to provide
reasona.ble assurance of a reliable
estim.ste of the customarily consaraed.
i:.imount

ilL Steps followed in selecting survey
data As mentioned earlier~ FDA used
both the '1977-1978 NFCS and the 1.987-,
198B NFCS as the source of food
consumption data because the 1.!J87-19S8

NFCS Gould not bf~ llsed al(ll1e giv(~n tb~~

len,,, response ra ~e problern in this
!~Uf\'ey. The agency used th[~ fuHor.viug
guidelines in selecting the sur\;'~Y (Ld~::

for deternlining the reference it ~~1IC,' II~. h
pach product category:

(l\) If the 19B1--1988 t.JFCS data d~d

not. substantially differ from the 'J 9;-7-
1973 NFCS data. and the s3rnp~e sizes
for buth surveys ,,,,ere equally adeqna ic~.,

data from both surveys \vere used .. "fhe:
use of data froln both surveys incrf'(ls~d

the datHi points, Le., provided tvvo Sf'!::.: of'
the m.ean.) medianv and modal CSS
values, rather than one set from ;]
~urvey. l'herefore, the reliabjH~:v 0:[

reference amount determined V~Ta:~'

stren.gthened.
(B] I.f the 1987-1988 I'JFCS datdl

suggested a change in consunlption
practices since the 1977--1978 N]-;'(~S (Le.v

CSS values increased or decrcas~~d~.; Hndl
the validity of the change ,,,,as supported
by the CSFH dat.av the new survey cia LJ

were used because the trend change:
observed in the 1987-1983 NFCS is likr..:\Xy
to be a real change in consumption
practices. For example, CSS values frarn
the 1987-1988 NFCS for the popsicles
and snow cones category show'ed a
slight but consistent increase in the
consunlption of these foods. l'hi~ trend
increase was supported by the 1985 and
1986 CSFIrs (Ref. 2). Therefore~ FDA\,
used the 1987-1988 NFCS data to
determine the reference amount for this
category.

(C) If the new survey data suggested a
change in consumption practices" ln~J the
change was not or could not be
supported by the CSFII data, the agency
rnade its best judgment based on the
available evidence, and it documented.
the basis for its judgnlent (Ref. 2)., For
example, both the median and m.odali
CSS values from the 1977-1g/~aNFCS
(N := 98) suggested 2 tablespoons to be at

reasonable reference amount for the
condensed milk category. The data from
the 1987-1988 NFCS suggested a D.luch
srnaHer reference amount9 about )/2

tablespoon. However, the sample size
fof' the nev\! survey was grossly
inadequate (1\J =11), and thus9 this
srnaHer value could not b~~ used. r.fhe
CSFII had only one observation~and
therefore, could. not provide any
information to support or deny the
smaller CSS values observed in the
1.987-1988 NFCS. There Vias no
consistency in the serving size
recomrnended in comments, serving size
currently in use by the manufacturers
and grocers, and the Canadian serving
sh:~e. The applicable serving sizes from
these sources ranged from V4 cup to Y2
cup. Although the sample size fell in the
interrnediate range. the 1977-1978 NFCS
consistently suggested 2 tablespoons to

be a. reasonable reference arnouni for
the category. Condensed n1ilk is
us-ed as an ingredierd of (Jlher fond!,:.,
'I;vvo recipies on the produrtt l.:il:cJ
r:;hO\i\'ed 2 to 2.5 tablespoons of
condensed milk is needcd to rr:;:tke ;(
serving [Ref. 2). FDPt.~ thcHJore~, chu~\: "
tablespoons as the reference amounL

(D) If appropriate data \vcre no~

w\raHable in the 1.977-1978 NFCS~ FD/\.
used the 1987~1988I'~FCS data.

iv. If the sample sizeR ",vere "'C·~·<"I""·:'~','

and CSS values vvere consistent (i.c,,~

any two of the three types of CSS 'Vald(~!--;

(Le.," rnean~ rnedian, and modeJ agf(~cdl!

th(~ consistent CSS values \vere used ..
FCH' exarnple, if the rnedian and mode
V'v-ere .2 oz and the mean v\!as 3 OZ, and
sample sizes vvere adequate {i.e.~ 14·0 0;1"

FD.s'\ chose 2 oz as the referer;c(~

arnonnt for the category. I.f the samph~

sizes Were adequate, but CSS values did
not agrze9 aU thre(~ types of CSS V:j lUfls

were considered in decid.ing the
proposed anlount For examplt:~9 if the
nlean, median, and mode were 2.5 0:;;;1 2:
oz, and 1.5 OZ, respecHve!y~ and the
sa.mple sizes were adequate (i.e., 1.40 On"

larger), FDA took. all 3 v8!ues together
and chose 2 OZ as the refetence n.rnount
for the category.

v. If the sample sizes "'Jere in the
interm.ediate range (i.e.~ 40 through 139~~

but ess values were consistent, the
consistent values voJere used. However.)
if the survey data \'vere inconsistent
FDA,\ used its best judgment in
determining the reference amount and
dOClli'11ented. the basis for its judgment
(Ref. 2). For example f the sample size fore
the food group that rEpresented the
product category uCake~ very light
'Neight, less than 4 g per cubic inch" feB
1:1 the intermediate range~ butmean~

median ll and modal CSS values
consistently suggested a reference
amount of 2 oz. rrherefore~ t~DA. chose: 2:
oz as the referenc.e amolult for the
cai:egory. The sample size for the food
group ,ijsundae'~ fell in the intermediate
range and the CSS values ranged from.
ahout 1. cup to 1 1/4 cup. F'Dl). beHeve~
tha~. 1 cup is more convenient household
measure than 1 1/4 cup and therefore, is
pror:osing 1 cup as the reference urnounft:
lor HH~ category.,

vi. If the sa1nple sizes vvere
inadequa.te (i.e.~ less than. FDP\, u8ed
the; survey data cautiously.,
relevant infonnation such as those Hstcd
in section f\l.D.3.c. of this docurnent9

was given more weight FD.l\
dOGUnlented the basis for its selection of
the reference arnount on a case-bY-GHSe
basis (Ref. 2). For examp]e~ the food
group powdered butter replacenlent had
an inadequate sample size (N = 10)~ The
only other relevant inform.a Hon
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HvaHable \\vas the s(~rving size currently
nn use by manufacturers, vvhich ranged
fnnn ~l2 teaspoon to 'I teaspoon.
Although the sample si7.C ft-~ll in the
AnadequHt.e range, the rneoian and modal
CSS values consistently suggested 1
teaspoon to be a reasonable reference
amount '\vhich is \vithin the range of the
serving size currently in use by the
manufacturers. FIJA, therefore, chose '1
teaspoon as the reference anlount for
the category.

vii. If multiple food gruups
repfesen ted a product category and ess
'-values varied among food groups, the
food groups having the largest sarnple
sizes were used as the driving force in
determining the reference anl0unt for
the product category. For example, the
product category Hcooldes. sweet
crackers, or sandwich type crackers'!
includes three food groups: cookies.
svveet crackers, and sandwich type
crackers. CSS values for these three
groups ranged from 0.5 oz to about 2 oz.
lJovJever, the cookie group had the
largest sample size which was about 10
to 50 times as large as the sample sizes
for the other two food groups. The ess
values for the cookie group consistently
suggested 1 oz. as the reference amount
for the category. Therefore. using the
cookie group as the driving force, FDA
determined the reference anlount for the
tea tegory to be 1·oz.

viii. FDA tried to select a reference
amount that approximates a household
measure, e.g., the weight of whole units
for products in discrete units; 1/4 cup
increments for products measurable in
cups: in \vhole tablespoons for
quantities less than V4 cup but greater
than or equal to 1 tablespoon: in whole
teaspoons for quantities less than 1
tablespoon but greater than or equal to 1
teaspoon. These efforts were made to
establish reference amounts that are
ITleaningful when expressed in common
household Uleasures on the product
label.

ix. '\iVhen survey data 'were
insufficient or not available. FDA
follo\ved the following general
principles and documented the specific
actions that it took (Ref. 2):

[A) If there "vas no compelling reason
to change the standard serving size
proposed on July 19,1990, that is. if no
objections had been raised on the
proposed serving size. or conlments
generally supported the proposed
serving size, the proposed serving size is
being reproposed as the reference
amount.

(B) FDA considered any available
relevant information. For example, no
appropriate information vvas available
to determine the reference amount for
cooking wine. A nlajor chain grocer used

'.1 oz. (Vii'hich is about equal to 1 fl. oz.) as
the serv'ing size for cooking wine in its
informa tion booklet. Based on this
infornlation, 1 fl. oz. appears to be a
reasonable amount for this food for
nutrition labeling purposes, and
therefore, FD1\ chose 1 fl. oz. as the
reference amount for the cooking wine
category.

(C) If there were no consumption data,
no other relevant information, and no
appropriate alternative, FDA is
proposing the reference amount that it
believes is the most reasonable for
nutrition labeling purposes and has
docunlented the basis for such belief
(Ref..2). For example, there was no
information from food consumption
surveys or from any other relevant
sources, such as those listed in section
IV.D.3.c., that could be used in
deternlining the reference a.mount for
the product categary, "Baking
decorations, e.g., colored sugars and
sprinkles for cookies, cake decorations.H

Cus tonlarily consumed amounts for
these products are likely to vary
considerably depending on how they are
used by consumers. FDA believes that 1
teaspoon of these products is sufficient
to decora te one reference amount of
cookies (i.e., 3 rnediu.m-size cookies).
Therefore, the agency is proposing 1
teaspoon or 4 g (g equivalent to 1
teaspoon sugar) if the decoration cannot
be measured by teaspoon as the
reference am,ount for the category.

x. Several other factors were also
taken into consideration in arriving at
the reference amounts proposed in
§ 101.12(b). These factors when used
vvere documented for case-by-case (Ref.
2).
, (i\) Proposed reference amounts for

related products (e.g., consideration of
proposed reference amounts for other
fruit categories in determining the
reference amount for a fruit category).

(B) \Vhether the amount is
comparable to the reference amounts for
products that are used interchangeably
and are similar in product
characteristics (e.g., potato salad and
pasta salad).

(C) For products containing two or
more foods, whether the amount
approxinlatea the sum of the proposed
reference amounts of the component
foods. For example, the proposed
reference amount for a pie should
approximate the sum of the reference
amount for pie crust and the pie filling.

e. Expressing the Reference Amounts.
FDA followed the following principles in
expressing the proposed reference
amounts that were developed using the
general principles and procedures
described above.

i. Reference amounts are expressed in
fl1etric units (g, mL).

ii. Reference 3rT1ounts for fluids are
expressed in InL. Reference amounts for
other foods are expressed in g as lTIuch
as possible. Hovvever, when foods
\vithin a product category vary
considerably in density, and the CSS
values for different products are more
uniform when expressed in volume than
in grams, reference amounts are
expressed in household volumetric
measures such as cups, tabiespoons t

and teaspoons instead of g. For
example, the median ess values for
three subcategories of ready-ta-eat
breakfast cereals weighing less than 3
oz. per cup ranged from 25 g to 56 g. but
the CSS values in terms of cups were 1
cup for all three categories (Ref. 2).
Therefore, the agency is listing the
reference anlount for breakfast cereals
weighing less than 3 oz. per cup in terms
of volume, Le., 1 cup.

iii. When FDA found that the
reference amount was best expressed in
mL, it follo~"ed the following principles:

(A) For volurnes of greater than 30 mL,
the volume is expressed as a multiple of
30 mL. FDA has done so to assure that
vvhen the reference amounts are
converted to the label serving sizes in
common household measures, they will
be in lf4 cup increments as required in
§ 101.9(b)(5) and in a whole number of
fl. oz., if manufacturers voluntarily
provide the equivalent fl oz. measure.

(B) For volumes of less than 30 mL, the
volume is expre'ssed in 11lL equivalent to
a whole number of teaspoons or one
tablespoon. For example, FDA found 1
teaspoon as a reasonable reference
amount for lime and lemon juice and
therefore, the reference amount is
expressed as 5 nlL, the mL equivalent to
1 teaspoon.

iv. In expressing reference anlounts in
g, FDA used the following principles:

(A) For quantities of greater than 10 g~

weights are expressed in the nearest 5 g
increment to avoid the appearance of an
overly exact g weight. For example, FDA
expressed reference amounts that it
deternlined to be 2 and 3.5 oz. as 55 g
and 100 g, respectively, instead of 56 g
and 98 g. FDA believes that the use of
an exact g weight is not desirable
because it implies an accuracy that the
food consumption data and other
relevant information sources used to
develop the reference amount do not
really provide.

(B) For quantities of less than 10 g.
exact g weights are used because
rounding to the nearest 5 g increment
would introduce too much error to the
customarily consumed amount.
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The refer)ence ainounl~ devci(lpe(~

lhrough use of the generr':JI pdncipJe~~ ~'.nd

procedures descrIbed above art~

p;'oposed in § lOl.12(b). Paragr:iph tb»
contains h",~o tahles. 'rabh~ 1 lists
p~'oposed reference am.ounts for fri(ahi
represented 01' int.ended for use by
infants and toddler3, and Table ~~ Hst~l

proposed reference amounts for foods
intended for use by persons 4 yearr-; of
nge and older. For both fa bles? th~~

agency bnsed the calculations on r.hc~

flppropriate CSS values reported for thn
particular group" Because there ;'H'f~ only
bl f(~w products on the market
specifi~;alIy intended. for toddlers~ the
agenc;~l grouped these foods \vith ba by
foods. I-Io'(/vever, in analysis of
consumption. of toddler foods 9 the
agency used the arnounts customarily
consumed by children 1 through 3 yenrs.,

lInless the reference amount is
speciJicaBy stated for the unprepared
form (e.g., dry form) of the product9 the
reference amounts proposed in Ta~Ies 1
and 2 represent the amount of the ready~

to--serve, or alnlost ready-to-serve (i.e' 9

"heat and serve/' "brown and serve")9
form of the product Heat and serve .
products include products \vhich are
fully cooked and require only heating
before consumption, e.g.~ a fully cooked
frozen entree. For a few categories of
dry products~ such as dry pastas, dry
'i.ce products~ and dry regular coffee and

..ea, that have relatively uniform
composition~ the reference amount is
proposed for both dry and prepared
forms of the food. The proposed
reference amount for the dry form is
based on the amount needed to prepare
the reference amount for the prepa.red
form (Ref. 2J~ To convert the amount as
consulned to the amount in dry form 9

FDA used the percent yield reported in
"Food Yield Summarized by Different
Stages 'of Preparation" published by
lISDA (Ref. 18) and other pertinent
information (e.g., manufacturer's
directions). I-Iowever,in general; dry
n1ixes a.nd concentrated products such
as cake mixes, dry beverage mixes, and
frozen concentrated fruit juices are not
listed.)

(Jther unprepared fOftnS of products
(e.g., fresh pastas; fresh or frozen
doughs, and baHers), imitaHon or
substitute food, altered food (e.g., o~low

sodiumH
), foods for special dietary use,

and most products containing two or
nl0re foods having individual referenee
anl0unts. are also not listed in
§.101.12(bJ. The next three sections of
this preamble discuss reference amounts
for these types of products.

In determining the reference aUIOUl1ts

for two product categories, FDA

dl~'';,lia h~d from the priHc~pi;"~ and uk::-,
dpsr:ribed abo,t"p"

"'L "I'he carbonated bev(-~rage l::l~t~g~~;:-y;

primarily represented by son drinks"
h~H! a large sHTnple sizc~ and the mt_~an"

rnedian!, and m.odaJ CSS values Wf~rp

con~istently1.2 fl. OZ9 reflecting the
preponderance of soft drink
consumption in 12 fl ox. containers ..
JIowever~ the modal analysis sho'..ved
tVJO additional smaller peaks at both fl
and 16 t1 oz. FDA is proposing 8 noz
(21:0 mL) as the reference amount fon~ the
carbonated beverage cah~gory based on
the foHo\'l.ring reasons:

FDA is. proposing 8 fl 02:. as thf~

reference amounts for aU other
beverages including fruit and vegc;~abh~

juices based on. their CSS valu.es and the
pri.nciples and procedures described in
sections IV.D.2. and IV.D.3. of this
docunlcnt Although food consun1pthnll
data consistently supported 1.2 fl OZ as
the reference amou.nt for the carbona t.ed
beverage category~ the 12 fl oz value
may have been unduly influenced by the
wide use of 12 fl oz single-serving
containers as indicated by the sales
data" Industry data showed that 12 fl oz
was the largest single-serving container
size sold and represented about 32
percent (45 percent in terms of donal'
volurn.e) of the total quantity of all soft
drinks sold in the u.s. during the same
time period as when the 1987-1988
NFCS was conducted (R.ef. 33).

Consumer complaints related t.o soft
drinks focused on the 6 fl oz serving sh:~e

currently used on these products that
results in multiple serving declarations
on 12 fl oz cans which are obviously
consumed as a single-serving. This
concern is addressed by proposed
§ 101.9(b)(6) which requires that a
container containing less than 200
percent of the reference amount be
declared as one serving. In additioIlt'
several comments, including the 101\1
report, suggested a uniform serving si.ze
for all beverages..

Considering the reference amounts of
8 fl oz for all other beverages, consumer
concerns. and several recomnlendations
for a uniform serving sfze for all
beverages, FDA believes that aunifoml
8 fl oz reference amount for aU
beverages would be more reasonahle for
nutrition labeling purposes. Such 8l

reference amount would help consunlers
make nutritionalcompadsons across aU
beverage categories. Therefore, the
agency is proposing 8 fl oZ(240 mL) 8S

the reference amount for carbonated
beverageso

2. The other r~~ferenceamount that
deviated from the general principles and
procedures described in section.s IV.D.2.
and IV..D.3, of this docunlent is the

.~,·.f/."..".'\,n·'~~· of ··buHtSr~ nHlrgarine~ on!.) and
"I ()f the products ircr:luded in

th]s category~ butter and margarine h;'~:1!

the largest sample size8.; but. the mean.)
medjan~ and n~odaJ (;S5 vaJuc~ for th~~s~~

products did not agree, VVhcn aH three
types of CSS values (excluding \'vhjpp!~d

type] \vere considered toget.her,; 2
teaspoons could be proposed as the
reference arnount for this category" "r~/w(j)

t.easpoon§ would also be consistent 'N~th

the (~anadian serving size which is 1 to 2
teagpoons" Hovilever~ although sampl,~

sizes were much smaner~ da ta on.
whipped butter, oils, and shortening
consistently supported '1 t.ablespoon a~ ;1!

rnore reasonable reference arnount
Although butter and ITlargarine are d h;o
used. as spread, aU four types of fiJts and
oils are used interchangeably in food.
preparaHan.) Therefore, a uniform.
serving size for all four types of fats and.
oils ",,"auld be reasonable and "'\rould
aUo,,,,' nutritional comparisons of
different types of fats and OilS9

Most products in this category bearing
nutrition labeling have been using 1
tablespoon as the serving SiZC9

Accordingly, regulatory decisions to
date have been based on a 1 tablespoon
serving size (Refs. 34 and 35]. Serving
size suggestions in com.ments were spHil'
bet\veen 1 teaspoon by the butter
industry and 1 tablespoon by a trade
association representing the shortening~

edible oil, and margarine industries.
Considering the regulatory history,
industry practices, and the
reconunendalion by the fa is and oils
industry~ the agency is proposing 1
tablespoon as the reference amount for
the category"

FDA solicits comments on the
proposed reference amounts. including
the hNO discussed above~ and on any
product or product categories that
should be added to the reference
anaount list in § 101.12(b). Comments
recolnmending additions to the list
should submit information listed in
§ 101.12(hJto assist the agency to
deternli.ne the appropriate reference
alnounts~

5. Reference Alnounts for Products
Requiring Further Preparation

Products that rHquire further
pr~;parationinclude dry mixes,
concentrates, and fresh or frozen paSHl]'

doughs~ and batters. Dry mixes and
concentrates vary greatly in their
ingredier t3 and degree of concentration~
An increasing number of other
unprepared forms of products, such as
fresh or frozen pastas, doughsg and
baHers, are being introduced into the
retail market. Percent yields of these
products may vary among products
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\vi thin the product ca tegory, anu
appropriate yield information is not
available. It is, thus, not possible or
practical to determine reference
anlounts for these types of products.

In § lOl.12(c) of the 1990 proposat the
agency proposed that the serving or
portion of a product that requires
cooking or the addition of water or other
ingredients be the amount required to
prepare one serving of the final product
as established by regulation. In
§ 101.12(c), FDA is reproposing this
provision modified to reflect the changes
made in this reproposal. Thus, the
agency is proposip.g tha t the reference
amount for a product that requires
cooking or the addition of water or other
ingredients is that amount required to
prepare one reference amount of the
final product as established by
regulation. For example, FDA proposed
the refeience amount for pancakes to be
110 g as prepared. For dry pancake
mixes, the reference amount would be
the amount of the dry mix that is needed
to make 110 g of pancake as prepared. If
40 g of pancake mix is needed to make
110 g of prepared pancake, the reference
amount for this pancake mix will be 40
g.

6. Reference Anlounts for Imitation or
Substitute Food, Altered Food, and
Foods for Special Dietary Use

Section 101.12 (d) and (e) of the '1990
proposal provided that the serving size
of an imitation or substitute food. and
an altered version of a food. such as
~';low calorie" version, must be the same
as that of the food for which the
inlitation or altered food substitutes.

As discussed in section lILA. of the
1990 proposal, and echoed in comments
on tha t proposal, some manufacturers
appear to have manipulated the serving
sizes of their products so that the per
serving content would allow claims such
as Blow calorie" or Hlow sodium.H 'To
address these concerns, and similar
concerns regarding imitation or
substitute foods (as defined in
§ 101.3(e)), in § 101.12 (d) and (e), FDA is
reproposing the same provisions for
these types of foods, with slight
nlodificationto be consistent \\~ith this
!~eproposal.Thus, these proposed
sections provide tha t the reference
arnount for an imitation or substitute
food, and for an altered version of the
food~ ~ust be the same reference
amount as that of the regular
counterpart food.

Certain foods for special dietary or
oledical use are exempt from § 101.9 (55
FR 29487) and therefore, they do not
,have counterparts listed in§ 101.12(bJ~

Dietary supplements are subject to
proposed § 101..36 Nutrition labeling of

(fjetary supplelTlents of vitanlins and
lnilleraJ.eJ in FDA's proposal on
f\1andatory Nutrition Labeling published
elsc\vhere in this issue of the Federal
Register. Infant formulas and other
foods represented for use as the sole
item of the diet, and foods represented
for use solely under medical supervision
to meet nutritional requirements in
specific medical conditions, are subject
to special labeling requirements, which
are set out elsewhere in title 21, chapter
I of the Code of Federal Regulations.

A company requested special
exemption on serving sizes of products
sold only as part of a weight-control
program that prescribes a complete meal
plan "vith serving sizes and which are
available only to persons enrolled in
their program. The agency has studied
this request and has tentatively
cOI1;cluded that the serving size
requirements that apply to foods
intended for weight control or weight
reduction that are available in the
marketplace should also apply to the
products sold only as part of a weight-,
control program. Reference amounts for
these products should be the same as
the reference amounts for their regular
counterparts. Dual columns of nutrition
information, based on both the reference
amount and the serving size prescribed
by the program, could, however, be
useful and educational to the enrollees.
'Therefore~FDA would not object to such
labeling.

7. Reference Amounts for Products
Consisting of 2 or More Foods Having
Individual Proposed Reference Amounts

l"here are three types of products
currently in the marketplace that consist
of two or more distinct foods, each of
which has a proposed reference amount.
One type usually consists of two distinct
foods placed in the same container that
are intended to be consumed together.
Examples of such products are peanut
butter and jelly, cracker and cheese
snack packages, and frozen pancakes
and syrup. They are sold in single
serving and multi-serving containers.
The 1990 proposal did not address this
type of product. In § 101.12(0 of this
reproposaI.FDA is proposing that the
reference amount for this type of
product is the sum of the reference
anlounts for the individual foods, as
listed in § 101.12(b). For example, the
reference amount for peanut butter and
jelly would be the weight in g equivalent
to the sum of the proposed reference
anlQUnts for peanut butter (30 g and for
jelly (1 tablespoon).

The second type is meal-type products
(e.g., breakfast, lunch, or dinner trays)@
Meal-type products are usually sold in
single-serving containers. In the 1990

proposal, FDA proposed standard
serving sizes for these products under
the ca tegory of "l\1eal type trays.'"
However, in this reproposal, the agency
is not proposing to establish reference
amounts for these products. Because of
the v.ride variety and varying sizes of
these products, it would be difficult to
determine the amount customarily
consumed. Instead, in a proposed
regulation entitled uFood Labeling:
Nutrient Content Claim, General
Principles, Petitions, Definition of
11erms" published elsewhere in this
issue of the Federal Register, FDA is
proposing a definition for such products
and a compliance system that do not
require a reference amount for
evaluating nutrient content and health
claims. Under proposed § 101.9(b)(3),
label serving size for meal-type' products
is the entire content of the package.

Entrees such as spaghetti, macaroni
and cheese, burrito, pizza, and
sandwich, which are marketed in single
serving and multi-serving containers, are
not considered to be meal-type products.
The USDA NFCS's used to derive
reference amount8 proposed in
§ 101.12(b) contained information on the
amount of food consumed per eating
occasion for entrees. Following the
general principles and procedures
described in sections IV.D.Z. and IV.D.3.
of this document, FDA is proposing two
reference amounts for entrees, on~ for
products that can be measured in a cup
and one for products that cannot be
measured in a cup. Under this proposal.
the serving size of entrees that can be
measured in a cup, such as spaghetti
and macaroni and cheese, will be based
on the reference amOUDt for the category
of "Mixed Dishes: Measurable with
cup." The serving size of entrees that
cannot be measured in a cup, such as
burrito, pizza, and sandwich, will be
based on the reference amount for the
category of uMixed Dishes: Not
measurable v ith cup."

Some frozen entrees are packaged in
separate pouches and contain more than
one distinct food per package (e.g., rice
or pasta with sauce or toppings). The
component foods are packaged
separately for technical reasons suen a~

differences in required cooking times for
the different components and better
preservation of the texture and flavor
during storage. However. the
components from all pouches In a
package are consumed as one product p

and the serving size of these products
will be based on the reference amount
for the category of uMixed'Dishes:
Measurable with cup."

The third type is products that contain
t\VO or more foods that are not
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necessarily intended to be consurnccJ
together. An example of this type of
product is one having multi
compartments. with each cOlnparlrnent
containing a Jifferent food such as
cheese sauce in one con1partment and
salsa in the other compartment. Another
example of this type of proJuct is a
variety pack of single-serving products~

e.g.~ a package containing several
varieties of single-serving dry instanti.
hot cereals. These products replt~S0nt

different products in individual
containers thai are placed together and
sold as 3 single product for convenience~

for exnr.nple~ to sui t the preference of
different family mernbers. Because the
food in each indiwJidual container vvithin
the product package rE~presents a. unique
product, under proposed § 101.9(bH~~)9

nu tri ti on inforn1aHon for this type of
product is lo be provided for each
prod~}Gt its own reference arnount.
/\ In~jor manufacturer of a variety pack
of dry instant hot cereals is currently
providing nutrition information on the
variety pack in this manner.

E. Procedures for Conv-erting the
Reference Amount to Serlring Size

In § 101.9(b)(Z) of this reproposed
regulaHan, FDA is proposing procedures
tha t manufacturers must follow in
converting the reference an10unts listed
in § 101.12(b) to the serving sizes in
common household measures
appropriate for their specific products.
These procedures will ensure that the
conversions are made in a way that wiH
provide consistency in the serving sizes
declared for different brands within a
product category.

lvlany comments, including one from a
supermarket chain with many years of
consumer experience, stated that
consumers want to be able to make
nutritional comparisons among the same
types of products. Consistency in
serving size among products within a
food category is necessary for making
such cOlnparisons.

Many industry comments opposed the
fixed standard serving sizes in the 1990
proposal on the basis that standardized
serving sizes do not take into
consideration the varied shapes and
characteristics of different products
within a product category. l'he
procedures in proposed § 101.9(b)(2)
permit the manufacturer to take these
factors into consideration in converting
the reference amount to serving size in
common household measures.

For the purpose of developing
procedures for converting the reference
amount to label serving sizes, FDA
grouped all multi-serving products into
three categories according to the shape
and characteristics of products and the

Vt7 ;lY products are usually served. The
agency is proposing separa tc procedures
for each category to ensure that the
serving size declared on the label is
Inost appropriate for the specific type of
product. Single-serving containers have
already been discussed in section IV.C.
of this document, and thus. they are not
included in this discussion. Procedures
for nutrition labeling of products
containing ITIulti-serving assorted
varieties (e.g., assorted candies) and
multi-component gift boxes are
addressed in the supplementary
proposal for Food Labeling; Reference
Daily Intakes and Daily Reference
Values; Mandatory Status of Nuli'HioD.
Labeling and Nutrient Content Revision
in proposed § 101.9(e)(1) (published
else1Nhere in this issue of the Federal
Register) and are not covered by
proposed § 101.9(b].

1. Products in Discrete Indi~vidualUnits

Comnlcnts from all sectors stated that
nutrition information on products in
discrete individual units (e.g., muffin~
egg, sliced bread, and ill0St fruits)
should be labeled per unit because that
is hov" these foods are customarily
eaten and that is the llleasure that
consumers most prefer for nutrition
information on these products. Other
products tI,at belong in this category
include sliced or individually shaped
mini pizzas and individually '\vrapped or
packaged products in multi-serving
containers. Section 403(r)(1)(A)(i) of the
act requires that serving size be
declared in common household measure
that is appropriate to the food. FDA
agrees with the comments that the
measure most appropriate for products
in discrete units \vould be the unit itself
(Le., piece).

However, these products come in
many different sizes. For example, the
size of most sliced breads ranges froln
0.5 oz to 1.3 oz per slice, and the size of
muffins ranges from 0.4 oz to 6 oz each.
If nutrition informa!ion for these
products is expressed on a single unit
basis, there \Nould be no unifonnity in
serving sizes declared on these
products, and consumers \vould have to
compare the nutritional value of a. 0.4 oz
muffin with that of a 6 oz muffin.

To assure uniformity in the serving
size used for different sizes of similar
products, FDA is proposing in
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i) that serving sizes for
products that come in discrete units be
the number of units that most closely
approximates the reference amount in
§ 101.12(b) applicable to the product. For
example, the label serving size for sliced
bread weighing 1 oz per slice will be 2
slices because the weight of 2 slices (56

g) n10st closely approximates the
reference alllount for breads (55 g).

Under this proposed provision, only
products in units that weigh at least 07
percent of the reference amount can use
1 unit as their serving size. If two uni ls
of a product each weigh 67 percent of
the reference arnount, their total weight
is 34 percent more than the reference
amount. Hovvever, one of these uni ts
weighs 33 percent less than the
reference anl0unt. Thus, one unit rrtCHe
closely approximates the reference
amount than 2. uni ts. Ho·wever, for at

product \vhose units weigh 66 percen t of!
the reference amount per unit, 2 units
\veigh 32 percent more than the
reference amount, \vhile 1 unit \veighs 3L

percent less than the reference amount.
Therefore, the label serving size for a
product \'\Those units ''\leigh 66 percent of
the reference an10unt. per unit is 2 units.,

To further promote uni.formi ty in the
serving sizes declared for these
products, FDA is also proposing in
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i) that all products in.
discrete individual units that weigh less
than 200 percent of the reference amoun·
rrlust declare 1 serving per unit. This
upper limit is the same as the upper limil
for a single-serving container ,vhich is
discussed in section IV.C. of this
document.

Most of the products in discrete
individual units weigh less than 200
percent per unit. As discussed in section
IV.C. of this document, the agency is
proposing to set the upper limit at "less
than 200 percenf' of the reference
amount for two reasons. First, a unit thai
weighs 200 percent of the reference
amount is by definition 2 servings. Thus
it is not a single-serving product.
Secondly, there is a significant question
as to whether these larger units will be
consunled at a single-eating occasion by
one individual, considering that the
customarily consumed amount is one
half or less than the unit. Thus, the
agency believes that it would not be
accurate to require that units that weigh
200 percent or more be labeled as one
serving.

However, some exceptionally large
pieces weigh more than 200 percent of
the reference amount. For example, a
large muffin may weigh more than 4 OZ~

which is more than 200 percent of the
reference amount for muffins, and many
people may eat the whole muffin at a
single-eating occasion. Therefore9 FDA
is proposing to allow the manufacturer
to declare one unit as a serving for
products that weigh 200 perc~nt or more
of the reference amount if the whole unit
reasonably can be consumed at a single...
eating occasion. As discussed above, the
agency is aware that this allowance
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creates a potential for nlisuse Ly a
manufacturer who clainls that an
unreasonably large unit is a singlc
serving in order to show a high content
of a nutrient such as fiber and calcium.
'The agency will consider regula tory
action on a case-by-case basis for
unisuse of this allovvance.

The determina Hon of the
reasonableness of a single-serving
should be based on food consunlption
da ta under actual condi lions of use.
F\1anufacturers should be prepared to
provide the agency with the data that
supports the single-serving claiIn upon
request. FDA requests comments on the
upper limit for single-serving declara tion
for products in discrete uni ts, and
whether it is reasonahIe to allow th~

manufacturer to determine the single
serving status above that level.

2. Products in Large Discrete Units That
Are Usually Divided for Consumption

Foods in large discrete units such as
cake, pie, pizza, melon, and cabbage are
usually divided into slices or pieces for
consumption. For example, a 2-layer
cake may be divided into 12 pieces, or a
9-inch pie may be divided into B slices
for consumption. FDA believes that the
household measure most n1caningful for
these products is a fraction of the whole
unit. In § 101.9(b)(2){ii), FDA is
proposing that the serving size for these
products be expressed as the fraction of
the whole food, such as lf12 cake, l/S pie,
1/4 pizza, and 1/4 melon, that most closely
approximates the reference amount in
§ 101.12(b). For example, the proposed
reference amount for pizza is 140 g. A 1/4

slice of a pizza weighing 21 oz weighs
147 g and a 1/5 slice of this pizza weighs
118 g. The 1/4 slice is closer to the
reference 8ITIOunt than the Vs slice.
Therefore, the serving size for this pizza
would be ~/4 pizza.

3. Nondiscrete Bulk Products

In § 101.9(b)(2)(iii), FDA is proposing
tha t the serving size for an products that
are not in individual or large discrete
units and are packaged in rnulti-serving
containers (e.g., flour, sugar, breakfast
cereals with the exception of large
biscuit types) be the amount in common
household measure most closely
approximating the reference anlount for
the product category. For example, the
proposed referenced amount for
mayonnaise is 15 g. One tablespoon
mayonnaise weighs about 14 g and
therefore, the label serving size for
Inayonnaisl will be 1 tablespoon.

f'. [Jeclaration of Serv'ing Size on the
Product Label

'11. Label Sta tcment of Serving Size

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(3) of the
1990 proposal to require the declaration
of serving size in U.S. units (oz or fl oz),
followed by the equivalent nletric
quantity in parenthesis (with weight
expressed in g and volume in nlL). In
addition, the agency proposed that
nlanufacturers could voluntarily declare~

lin parenthesis, household nleasures such
as cups, tablespoons, slices and pieces.
Section 403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act requires
that serving sizes be expressed in
common household measures. FDA
stated in the announcement of the public
meeting on serving sizes that in light of
the variability that is likely in household
measures, the agency continues to
believe that a parenthetical listing of
\veight equivalent to the household
measure is necessary for compliance
reasons. The agency also pointed out
that the declaration of metric quantity
would promote international
harmonization of food labeling, and that
consumers would not have to deal with
these measures since the label serving
sizes would be declared in common
household measures.

Most comments that addressed this
issue opposed the use of metric units for
serving sizes on the basis tha t few u.s.
consumers understand the metric
system, and therefore such information
would not be useful to consumers. A
number of comments opposed using
metric units and supported the
continued use of u.s. units.

The presentations and discussion at
the public meeting on serving sizes also
generally did not favor the use of metric
units for serving sizes. However, a
health professional at the public meeting
stated that metric units vvould be very
useful to iInmigrants, who make up a
substantial portion of the population in
some parts of the country, because they
come from countries where metric units
are used. Some presenters at the
meeting stated that if household
measures are used, some sort of
parenthetical weight n1easure is needed
because of the variability in comn10n
household measures, e.g'1 in the size of a
bagel.

The 10M report recommended the use
of metric units in parenthesis after the
household Ineasure. A Canadian
government comment also supported the
use of metric units in serving sizes.
Comments from other foreign sources
urged requiring the use of the metric
system and stated that to do otherwise
would decrease international
harmonization and raise non-tariff trade

barriers. A few U.s. comments also
supported the use of metric units,

FDA acknowledges that many
consumers are unlikely to use the n1(~tric

information. I-Iowever, the Omnibus
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988
(Pub. L, 100-418) declared that the
metric system is the preferred
measurement system for U.S. trade and
COfi1merce. Federal agencies are
required to use the metric system in
procurement, grants, and other business
related activities to the extent
economically feasible by the end of
fiscal year 1992.

!\.s stated earlier, the agency believes
[hat it needs an additional precise
\veight statement for compliance
purposes because of the variability in
vveight of different brands in comrnon
household units. To comply "vith the
requirenlents of the Omnibus Tracie and
Compliance Act and for compliance
purposes, the agency is proposing in
§ 101.9(b)(7) to require that
manufacturers provide the equivalent
metric quantity, in parentheses, after the
con1ffion household measure, e.g., 1 cup
(28 g). The agency is also proposing to
allow manufacturers voluntarily to list
the equivalent u.s. measure ill
parentheses after the meiric lTleasure.
The agency believes that metric
measures on food labels will contribute
to educa.ting children, as well as older
consumers, about the metric system.

A Canadian government comment
supported using metric units rounded to
a convenient size \vhen converting from
a common household measure to a
metric measure (e.g., rounding from an
actual weight of 172 g for a slice of pizza
to 170 g). If this proposal is adopted,
hovvever, metric weight will be used by
the agency for compliance purpose~,

such as in evaluating ad.iectival
descriptors used on the label. Therefore,
the rnetric measure needs to reflect
accura tely the common household
measure, and the agency is not
proposing to permit the rounding of the
n1etric measures.

2. Definition of Household Measures

Section 403(q)(l)(i\)(i) of the act
requires that the serving size be
expressed in a common household
measure that is appropriate to the food.
or if the use of the food is not typically
expressed in a serving size, the comrnon
household unit of measure that
expresses the serving size of the food.
Numerous comments also expressed
preference for household measures.
vvhich were described in ternlS of
familiar units including oz, cup,
tablespoon, teaspoon. slice, and piece.
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In § lOl.9(b)(4) of the 19no proposat
FD1\ propo;,:~ed defini tions for sevnraJ
household measures, including
teaspoon, tablespoon~ cup, fl OZ~ and oz..

In § lOl.9(b)(5) of this reproposat
FDA is proposing the terms "COmnHJ!1

household measure" and "common
household unit" to mean cup~

tablespoon y teaspoon, piece, slice,
fra.ction (e.g., 1;4 pizza), OZ~ and other
conlffion household equipment used to
package food products, such as jar and
tray. 1\8 in the 1990 proposat the agency
is proposing in § lOl.9(b)(5)(iv) 1
teaspoon to lnean 5 mL; 1 tablespoon to
mean -15 rnL: a cup to rnean 240 111L; 1 f1
oz to D1;:::Hl 30 mL; and 1 oz in weight to
rnean 23 g.

One comnlent stated that 1 oz in
\t\!cight :-;hould be defined as 28.35 g to be
consistent with the agency policy for
declaring the net weight of the package.
FDA does not believe that such
accuracy is needed for nutrition labeling
purposes, or tha t the small difference
(0.35 g) in the g equivalency to 1 oz
beh-veen the serving size and the net
\veight statement would present
confusion or a regulatory problem. For
siinplicity~ the agency believes that, for
nutrition labeling purposes, 28 g is a
more desirable g equivalency to 1 oz
than 28.35 g. Therefores the agency is
reproposing that 1 oz be defined as 28 g.

3. R_ules for Declaring Household
Iv1easures

FDA is proposing in § 101.9(b)(5) of
this reproposal, several rules for
expressing serving size in common
household measures. These rules are
intended to assure as much uniformity
as possible in label serving sizes within
a product category. vVithout such rules,
the same quantity of serving size could
be expressed in cups by one
manufacturer and in tablespoons by
another. Also, one manufacturer may
choose to use 1/3 cup as the serving and
another manufacturer may choose to use
~'4 cup for similar quantities of products.
T'o prevent such inconsistencies in
serving sizes, the agency is proposing
the follovJing rules for expressing
serving sizes in common household
measures.

a. Whenever possible~ CUPSf

tablespoons, or teaspoons must be used.
f\Junierous comments on the 1990
proposal and at the public m.eeting
requested. preferential use of these
common household measures in
expressing serving sizes on food
products. For uniformity in expressing
theselneasures, cups should be
expressed in ¥4 cup incrementss

tablespoons in \vhole number of
tablespoons for quantities less than 1/4
cup but greater than or equal to 1

ta bl(~spoon, teaspoons in ~)hole nUD1ber
of teaspoons for quantities less than 1
t{}bJcspoon but greater than or equal to 1
tei.!spoon, and in 1/~ teaspoon incrernents
for quantities less than one teaspoon.

b. If cups, tablespoons, or teaspoons
are not applicable, units such as piece~

sHeet trayt jar, and fraction of the v\rhole
piece or package, as appropriate, are to
be used. 1'hese uni ls are the co:nmon
household rneasures that are most
appropriate for products not measurable
by a cup, tablespoon~or teaspoon.

c. If (a) and (b) are not applicable. oz
are to be used with an appropria te
visual unit of rneasure such as a
dimension of a piece~ e.g" 2 n:,:. (56 g)
(a bout 1 inch slice) for unsEccd bread.
Such an approach will provide the most
readily understandable description for
consumers. Ounce measurements must
be expressed in 0.5 oz increments most
closely approximating the reference
anlount, with rounding indicated by use
of the term "about" (e.g., about 2.5 oz).
Such increments are necessary to limit
the use of fractional numbers such as 2.3
oz. Consumers repeatedly conlplained
about use of fractional nUTIlbers.
I-Iowever, use of fractional numbers is
necessary to reduce the error in the
equivalent oz measure provided. The
agency believes that rounding to the
nearest half-ounce increnlents is
reasonable and it will also prevent use
of unusually accurate fractional
nUJnbers (e.g., 2.1 oz) in serving size.

To promote consistency in the use of
units, if a manufacturer elects to use
abbreviations for units, the following
abbreviations should be used: ibsp for
tablespoon, tsp for teaspoon, g for gram,
roL for milliliter, oz for ounce, and fl oz
for fluid ounce.

G. Listing Nutrient Contents Based on
100 Grams, 100 A1ijjijiters, 1 Ounce, or 1
Flujd Ounce

The agency also proposed in
§ lOl.9(b)(6) of the 1990 proposal to
allow another separate, additional
column of figures to be declared on the
nutrition label based on 100 g or 100 mL
of the food as packaged or purchased.

1\;108t comments from consumers and
healtn professionals did not directly
address this issue, but a few conlments
from both groups expressed opposition
to the additional column of nutrition
information, primarily because they felt
tha t the additional informaHan would
not be useful to consumers. Several
industry comments suggested using a
uniform unit of \tveight/volume (e.g., 1 oz
and 1 fl oz or 100 g and 100 rnL) for all
products, either with or in lieu of serving
sizes. The international comments
favored the use of metric units and the
use of 100 g or 100 mL rather than

requiring serving sizes, citing thf~ Lu:1
that 100 g or 100 nlL is required in
nutrition labeling in many other
countries and the need for internat]OT1ld
harmonization. Some con1fficnts said
that lnanufacturers should have the
choice of using 100 g or 100 mL in
agreement with the nutrition labeling
guidelines of Codex Alinlcntarius (Ref..
36).

1'he notice of a public meeting on
serving sizes raised the issue of
presenting nutrition informaHon in d1

second column based on a uniform
weight or volume basis such as 100 g or
100 mI.. \Vritten comments and
discussion of this issue at the public
llleeting essentially reiterated the sanle
posiHons as those in the comments on
the 1990 proposaL Consumer and
nutrition professional organiza tions did
not support the use of metric units or of
an additional column of numbers
because they felt that the infonnation
,vas unlikely to be useful to consumers
and would present too much information
on the label. Representatives from the
food industry and trade organizations
generally also did not support requiring
a second column, citing the space
limitations on many food labels. A
representative of the pizza industry,
hovlever, stated that a uniform ",reight
\vould be useful on products such as
pizza because of the lack of uniforrrdty
and the Dlany size and weight variations
in these types of foods.

On this issue, it is obviously
impossible for the agency to be
responsive to all positions. After
carefully considering the statutory
requirement,· and in ligh t of the
comments from several sectors opposing
metric usage, FDA is reproposing in
§ 101.9(b)(10) to allovJ manufacturers to
list voluntarily a second colunln of
values. Such values may be based on
either 100 g or 100 mL or on 1 fl oz or 1.
oz in ,veight. An important
consideration in FDA's tentath/e
decision to provide for such information.
in a unit (oz) is that the measure is
familiar to most Americans to facilitate
understanding of the information
presented in the nutrition label.
Allowing manufacturers to use values
based on the metric measures, 100 g or
100 mL! is also consistent with the
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness
Act of 1938. Values based on the metric
unit also \vill contribute to international
harmonization. Although at the present
time many manufacturers may not elect
to list nutrition information based on
Inetric measures, and not manv
consumers in the near future ~ay be
likely to use the information, these
conditions are likely to change as the
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U.S. adopts the n1ciric systern.
Therefore, the agency believes ihai lit us
11~··,('lIl'1lil"l·{·:t!~~'>,:t to provide nlanufacturers vvilh

opt.ion. The agency a Iso believes
~ha t the additional column could hecorn:e
an a!mportant educational tool for
consumers as they become more
falniliar with the meiric system.

The presentation of nutrition
[nformation on a uniform weight or
volume basis vvould allo\J\' consumers ~o

[nake nutritional comparisons nol only
across different brands of the same food
but also across all classes of food
products. These types of comparisons
Gould be very useful to personsvvho
~vish to make healthful food
substitutions in their diet..

lflDeclol'ation ofNunlber
per Container

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(5.) of the
'1990 proposal that the number of
servings per package or container
should be declared in the nearest 0.5
.serving (e.g.~ 2.5 servings, not ·2.3
.servings: 7 servings not 7.2 servings).
with rounding indicated by use of the
term "about" (e.g., about 7 servings).

Many consumer comments
complained that they did not like to see
a fractional number of servings on the
product label. The 10M report
recommended that the number of
servings per container be rounded dOlivn
to the nearest whole number. Because
this recommendation introduces an
unacceptably large error to the number
of servings declared on the product
label, FDA decided not to adopt the
IONI recommendation (see section nLA~

of this document for FDA-s evaluation of
the 10M report).

FDA, therefore, is proposing in
§ 101,.9(b)(8) that the number of servings
per package or container be declared to
the nearest whole or approximate ~vhole

number. Manufacturers \lvould be
allowed to either declare the
approximate serving size in household
rneasure that results in a \vhole nuruber
of serving per package (e.g., serving size:
approximately V2 cup; number of
servings per container: 10) or to declare
lthe exact serving size in household
measures and the approximate nurnber
of servings per container (e.g., serving
size: 1/2 cup; number of servings per
container: approximately 10).

Several comments stated that
regulation of the number of servings per
package must be flexible to
accomnl0da te products. such as cheese.
in random weight packages. Cheese
industry representatives stated that for
some types of foods. such as cheeses
from large wheels cut in random
weights, manufacturers would have a
problem in declaring nunlber of servings

per package. The agency had not
previously considered this special
pfoblern that relates [0 random-weight
packages. p.~s a rraeans for dealing \lvith
ii t l FDA is proposing in § lOl.9(b}(B) a
special exception for randou!weight
packages tha t ,"could a11o\\7
Ifnan.ufacturers to declare the number o~'

servings per container as "variedH

provided the nutrition information ~3

based on the reference amount
re:,(pressed in oz. 'The agency is solicHRng
lCOHunents on whether this exception is a
Jrieasonable provision for these types of
p:2ckages. and. if not,wvhat provision
should be .rnade for r:.::.ndom ~Neighl

packages.

I. ![Jse of Servjng Size :to E't'oluate
lVutrjent Content and.Health elain:s

FDA proposed in § 101.1,2{f) of the
1990 proposal that for any container
\vi th more than one serving. the
)proposed standard serving size would
be used to determine the
appropriateness of a nutrient content
claim (descriptor) such as ulow sodium.~~

For single-serving containers containing
100 percent or less of the standard
:serving, evaluaHan of the label claim
\Vvould be based on the standard serving
size. However~ for single-serving
containers containing more than '100
percent, but 150 or less percent of the
standard serving t the claim ~Jould be
evaluated on the basis of the entire
content of the package.

A majority ofcomrnents on FDAis
proposal supported the proposed basis
for evaluation of descriptors. However"
Jrnany food industry and trade
organization comments objected to the
proposed evaluation cdteria. These
comments generally argued that the
es tabHshed serving size, not the package
content, should be used to evaluate
descriptor claims on aU sizes of
packages.

Manufacturers pointed out that under
the rule proposed in 1990. the same food
product that could be labeled as s~low

sodium~~ (or a sin1ilar ad.~eclival
descriptor) on the basis of a standard
serving size might not qualify for Hlovv
sodium" labeling \vhen packaged in a
single-serving container containing
between 100 percent and 150 percent of
the standard serving s:~ze" For example,
an 8 fl oz container of skirn milk
containing 126 nlilligrams (mg) of
sodium would meet the definition of
("lo\;v sodium, H but a 10 fl OZ single
serving container of the saIne milk that
contains 158 mg of sodium would not.

In the notice of public meeting, FDA
raised the question of whether these
differences in the use of descriptors on
food products would be confusing and
asked for data to support any views

presented. No data on this issue vverp
presented at the rneeting. FDA also
suggested two alternative solutions to
the concerns e:'{pressed about use of
label descriptors on single~serving

containers: (1) To label single-serving
containers that do not contain the
standard serving wvith the nutri tiona!
content in both the total container and
in ~he standard serving and to pernlH
descriptor use based on the standard
serving; or (2) to provide a \-'Veight factor
on the label that consumers could use to
de teruline the nutritional values based
on a standard serving size (e.g...aU.l...1,1\\.J.~"~ 'i

by 0/3 for a single~serving that contains
150 percent of the established serv~ng

size). Comments generally offered litH,;:;
support, or opposed, such additional
infornlation on the nutrition labeL The
general sense of the comments \-vas that
most consumers 'would not understand
or use this additional information~ and
that it would contribute to lab'21
overload and confusion.

A manufacturer suggested, as
resolution for the issue, that FDA
establish reference serving sizes, and
tha.t both the reference serving size and
the serving size declared on the product
label be required to be used to evaluate
the compliance with FDA criteria for the
descriptors. The agency believes that
this suggestion represents a reasonable
approach to regulating the use of
nutrient content and health claims not
only on single-serving containers but
also all other products when the serving
size declared on the label differs from
the reference amount (e.g.• products in
discrete units). Therefore, FDA is
proposing in § 101.12(g) that if the
serving size declared on the product
label differs from the reference amount.
the amount of the nutrient or substance
in both the reference amount listed in
§ 101.12(b) and the serving size declared
on the product label must meet the FD.A
criteria for nutrient content and health
claims, as set forth in regulaHons
relating to such claims, for the food to
qualify Jor the claim.

l'he agency recognizes tha t the
proposed approach could result in
differences in claims made on the same
product depending on the package or
unit size. For example, a product which
contains the sarne or less than the
reference amount may bear a claim such
as "low sodiunl, H whereas a single
serving container of the same product
that contains one and a half times the
reference amount may not. As
mentioned earlier, nlany industry
comments opposed such differences.
The agency considered using the
reference amount to evaluate \vhether a
label claim meets the criteria for thp
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,(:LcdtH. Industry generally supported this
option. 'This option 'v"/ill cdlow tl1\~ ~;{H1H~

product ~o bear t~H! ~~an1p. ciairn
regardless of the .f)Hckage or unit 'S;·/~t~.

iHO"\vever. "it also presents n-lajor
problems.

If the label serving size of the product
diffefs fronl the reference an10un!. and
the product does not meet the criteria
for tht~ clclirn per serving, it VJould
n~quire an .addHional statement on the
[;abel such as '~this package content d{;.es
not (neet the FDi\ standard for the
clahn," to inform conSUlners properly.
Such an additional statement 1;vould
nlake the label more conlpHcated.
Considering oth~r additional label
information required by the act, e.g..
disclaimers, many products, particularly
srnall single-serving containers. ·would
not have enough space for aU of the
additional information. ..ot\lso, such an
additional statement is likely to be
ineffective if it is present all the time.
FUfthermore, a product that contains an
undesirably large amount of a nutrient
fro:m the public health standpoint could
bear a claim for which it is qualified
only on the basis of the ·reference
.a.tnounl. For examole, based on the
reference amount,"8 product could
qualify for use of a ulow sodium" claim.
·which is defined by FDA as 140 mg or
less per serving. The same product in a
large single-serving containei could
contain more than 140 mg of sodium and
would not qualify but would still be able
to bear the "low sodium" claim. This
result would be misleading and
undesirable from the public health
standpoint. Therefore, FDA decided not
to adopt this option. The agency solicits
comments on this option and on the
approach it has chosen to evaluate
nutrient content-and heaith claims on
food labels.

/. Olbel' Related Issues

"1. :Nutrition Information on an 88

Packaged Versus an as Consulnecl Basis

In § 101.9(b){6) of the 1990 proposal.
FDA proposed that nutrient and food
co:mponent quantities be declared on the
basis of the food as packaged or
purchased. Some comments stated that
the declaration should be based on the
food as consumed.

Many products COlne in a form (e,g..
dry mixes an.d concentrates) that
requires further preparation or an
addition of other ingredients hefore
consumption. In many cases, the
nutrient content of these products as
consumed differs frem the nutrient
content as packaged. 1·he agency
recognizes that consumers will benefit
from the nutrition information on an as
consumed (prepared) basis since this

:i:1rur:ni!~h,~ I'efh~Gts Ihe fH,lril'nl c/~nlcnt

of lh.:~ product actu~~lly cOnStH~H~(1.

:\1~lnqf;\c~~'rersU8uuIJy provide
d ir~~cl ions for prepanltioll on thl~

pHck:-Jge, "fhese direcUoDH could be u~ ..!d
as a t:orrlpliaficc tool for re~~ubll~ng

pro(!ucls on an as cansurned basis if
there is only one direction for
preparation 3nd that is the only
prepHratiOl1 method that consUnlt~rs U::I:~.

Sorne ilnanufacturers. hO~Nif-~Vcr. proviJe
~nultiple di.rectjons for preparation [~.g..
os~ng different types of fais such as
butter Rnd mat'garine) and different
directions often yield differenl nutrient
contents folioyving the preparaUon.
'rhere .is .no obvio~':i basis for sele(:tins~ ;(J

p8.1·ticulai direction for regl~JHLury ~.
purpose such as fOl' use i~l providing
nutrition infor.mation and for cvaluatin;g
label claims. Furthermore. a product 
nlay be used by consunlers in many
different \\'ays and the agency has no
control over how a product is used after
purchase. Consequently, FDA cannot
effectively regulate products on an as
consumed basis, Therefore. FDA is
:maintaining the "as packaged or
purchased" requirement redesignated as
§ 101.9(b)(9), with the exception of ra w
fish covered under § 101.42 and canned
fish, canned maraschino cherries.
pickled fruits, olives, and canned or
pickled vegetables. The serving size for
raw fish is discussed in 8 separa te
.rulemaking concerning voluntary
nutrition labeling of raw fruit,
vegetables, and fish that is published
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal
Register. For purposes of the voluntary.

. nutrition labeling program; the agency
has defined "raw fish" as fish in the
natural state that have received minimal
or no processing (56 FR 30468 at 30470),
This definition includes IiI~Thole or
filleted fish that are fresh (unpackaged
or packaged by the retailer), fre~~. frozen
(unpackaged or packaged by the
retailer), or alive in the retail Too' ~tJre te·.g'l
lobster, crab); shrimp that h;: .;~~ b?en
shelled and de'veined; and lobster, cl ..ib.
and shrimp that have been thernlB~~y

processed or shelled, but not otherwhv~
processed or prepared. (56 FR 30468 a1
30470). Other forms of fish, such as
packaged frozen fillets, are not included
in the proposed exe'mption in
§ 101.9(b)(9).

Some foods .such as canned fish,
canned maraschino cherries, pickled
f~uits, olives, and canned or pickled
vegetables, are usually packed in \vater.
brine. or oil, but the liquid is usually
discarded before consumption.
Therefore, the nutrient content of these
foods as consumed may differ from the
nutrient content as packaged. FDA
believes that the label serving slze most

meaningful for- lhesr~.~ products I,vould be
i.he serving size bc!scd on the -drained
solids. Proposed § 10·1.9(b)(n) exempts
these foods fronl the require;-nent for
nutrition information on an as p.ackagcd
basis. Nutrition infornlation for these
products will be based on the drained
solids. H.eference arnounts for these
products are based on the drained solids
as customarily consumed. as noted in
the footnote to table 2.

For the benefit of the C003tUner3 \'\'ho
follow· the package directions in
preparing these products. the agency
encourages manufacturers "Voluntarily to
provide nutrient content of ~l\eir , ,
products on an as conSUnlerJ "JeStS :':Slng

the package directions for prepara Han
and 'in the case of multiple directions,
tUJing the direction that most likely
represents the ma]or usage of the
product.

Section 101.9(d)(2) of the proposed
nutrition labeling regulation (55 FR
29487) provides for the use of an
addi tional column of figures 'to declare
nutrition information on the basis of
food as consumed. e.g., cereal with milk
or cake mix prepared according to
instructions.

2. Flexibility in Serving Size Declared on
the Product Label

SO.me industry comments on. the 1990
proposal expressed the need for greater
flexibility in serving sizes because of
differences, for example, in package
sizes and differences in size between
pieces within packages. In the notice of
public meeting, the agency raised the
issue of whether deviation from the
standard serving size should be aHowed
and. if allowed, how much.

A consumer representative at the
public meeting stated that FDA should
allow some deviation in serving size
within a product category. but. that it
should be minimal and should result in a
size close to the amount customarily
consumed to protect consumers fronl
both economic deceotion and
misrepresentation of nutrition and
health claims. Another consumer
representative stated that there is no
reason to allow devialion, except for
foods like pizza and pies. An industry
representative stated that a
manufacturer must be permitted
deviR. tion from a ·~niforrn serving size
when a fea·ture of a food distinguishes it.
so that a different serving size that more
accurately reflects the amount that is
customarily consumed may be used, e.g.,
a prewrapped slice of cheese would be
the amount that is customarily
consumed. However, the agency has not
received any data on \vhat might be a.
feasible deviation for various food
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categories if such devia tions "vere
aHo\'\led.

The agency agrees tha t it should
provide some flexibility for the serving
size declared on the product label to
account for differences in package sizes
and differences in size bet\veen pieces
within pa.ckages. I-Iov.:ever~ under the
act the serving size declared on the
product label must a t least approxhllate
the amount custonlarily consumed, Le.,
the referei1ce amOlint established for the
product.categ"ory. rrhe a.gency believes
that the procedure.s for c~nve~tin~ the
reference al110unt to servIng Size tor use
on the product label proposed in
§ 101.9(0.)(2) of this reproposed provide
sufficient flexibility to account for the
va.ried cJlaractedstics of different
products vv-hile ass~rin.g a relative
uniformity of serving sizes used for
different brands within a product
category.

3. Range Versus Fixed Reference
Anl0l1nt

The Ministf:r of f-Iealth and \Velfare of
Can.ada submitted as comments
Can~da'sguidelines to the food industry
on serving sizes. The Canadian'
guidelines allow declara tion of serving
sizes within established ranges, e.g., 40
to 100 g fOf a muffin and 200 to 250 mL
for rnilk.

FDA is proposing to establish specific
reference arnounts for 131 product
categorics, not ranges of values. As
mentioned earlier, the reference
amounts, if adopted, will serve two
purposes: (1) They will be used by
rilanufacturers in determining serving
size for their specificproducls, and (2)
they ".!vi.ll be used in determining
whether food products' meet the
definitions for nutrient content and
health claims. Both of these purposes
require a specific reference amount, not
a range of values. Therefore, FDA is not
proposi~g to a~opt the Cana.dian
approacn of uSIng a range.

In addiUon, it is difficult to determine
an appropriate range value for. each
product category to cover all of the
diffe::'ent shapes and varied
characteristics of products v",ithin each
category. FDA also does not kno"\t\r .
\~lhether any set range \vould be
appropriate for products that \vill enter

.the market in the future. FDftA believes
that the procedures in proposed '
§ 101.9(b)(2) for converting the reference
anl0Ullis to 'serving sizes provide the
flexibilhy necessary to deal with diverse
shapes and characteristics of specific
products. Therefore, FDA has
tentatively concluded that ranges are
not needed. Furthermore, the. procedures
that"FDA is proposing can be applied to

any products that enter the D"!arket as
\-vell a.s to those currently in the nlarket.

K. 111e Petition Process

In § 101.12(g) of the 1990 proposal,
FDA proposed to establish a petition
process for nlanufacturers to use to add
to or amend a standard serving size.
Provision for a petition process \'Vas
supported by the IOrvi report and by
comments on the 1990 proposal, as "veIl
as by COffilnenta to the notice of the
public meeting on s.erv"ing sizes. In.
§ 1.01.12(h), FDA is proposing an
updated petjHon process for
nlanufacturers to use to add to or arn.end
a reference amount listed in § 101.12(b)
or to establish a ne'\-v subcategory if a
reference amount for a product category
does not apply to a particular product.
Section 101.12(h) describes information
needed by "FDA to evaluate a need for
the change or addition requested in the
petition and to determine the
appropriate reference amount for the
petitioned food if the change or addition
is judged to be needed.

As discussed earlier, a fevt/
manufacturers subrn.itted supporting
data with their request for changes in
standard serving sizes in the 1990
proposal. However, these data could not
be used in developing the reference
arnounts in this reproposal because of
problems in the methodology used to
collect or to process data (see the
introduction to section IV.D.·of this
docurnent). To help guide manufacturers
in conducting research to collect or
process food consulnption data to
determine the suggested reference
amoun't in support of a petition, FDA is
providing the follo\'vi.ng genera.l
guidelines:

1. Sampled population should be
representative of the demographic and
socio-e.conornic characteristics of -the
relevant population group (i.e., infants,
toddlers, or people 4 or more years of
~ge) for v\ibich the food is intended.

2. Sample size (i.e., number of eaters)
should be large enough to give a reliable
estimate of the amount of food that.is
custom.arily consumed.

3. The study protocol should identify
potential biases and describe how these
potential biases are controlled for, Of, if
they cannot be controlled for, h.ow they
wHI affect interpretation of results. For
example j a survey that asks the
participants t.o measure the amount of
food that they usually consume or serve
per eating occasion is likely to be biased
by dovvnsizing a food having a negative
nutritional-connotation (e.g., highfat,
high calorie foods) and upsizing for
foods\vith positive connotations.

4. Methodology used to collect or
process data, includ.ing study design,

sampling procedures, rnaterials used
(e.g. 1 questionnaire, intervie\ver's
manual), procedures used to collect or
process data, methods or procedures
used to control for unbiased estimai.es~

and procedures used to correct for
nonresponse, should be fully
documented.

v. Other Affected Rules

In the 1990 proposal, the agency
proposed to revise 21 CFR 101.8(a) to
p!ovide that ~lhere nutrition informs.Hon
is requiredt a.nd firms elect to place
state'ments on product labels concerning
the number of servings in a package i.n
other Ioeations in addition to the
location '\vhere nutrition information is
placed, such statements must be in the
same teru13 as used for nutrition
i.nformation.FDA proposed this revision
to prevent consumer confusion over
serving size. For completeness, FD..J\ is
once again including § 101.8(a) as part of
this reproposal on serving size
regulaHons.

VI. Environmenla.l Impact

The agency has deterrnined under 21
eF'R 25.24 that this proposed rule is of a
type that does not individually or
cumulatively have a si.gnificant effect on
the: hUlnan environment. Therefore,
neither an environmental assessment
nor an environmental impact statement
is required. The proposed requirements
pertaining to serving sizes to -be used on
food labels qualify for a categorical
exclusion under· 21 CFR 25.24(a)(11), c;,nd
the proposed requirements pertaining to
petitions' that seek to establish or amend
a reference anl0unt qualify for exclusion
under 21 CFR 25.24(a)(8).

VII.. Economic Impact

The food labeling reform initiative,
taken as a whole, will have associated
costs in excess of the $100 million
threshold tha.t defines a major rule.
Therefore, in accordance with Executive
Order 12291 and the Regulatory
Flexibility .l\'ct (Pub. L. 96--354), FDA has
dev'eloped one comprehensive .
regulatory impact analysis (RIA) that
presents the costs anQ benefits of all of
the food labeling provisions taken
together. The RIA is published
elsevvhere in this issue of the Federal
Regi.ster. The agen'cy requests comments
on the RIA.

"III. Effectiva Date

In the 1990 proposal, FDA proposed to
lllake the serving size regulation
effective 1 year after the publicaHan of a
final rule. FDA requested comment on
this deviation from the agency's norm.8.l
practice of n1aking food letbeling



regulations effective on the uniform
rr:onlpliance date that follows
publication of the final rule. The agency
ns proposing that any final rule that nlay
he issued based upon this proposal
become effective 6 months following its
publication in the Federal Register.

FDA notes, hO\l\rever, that in section
lO(a)(3)(B) of the 1990 amendments,
Congress provides tha t if the Secretary
of Health and HUD1.an Services (the
Secretary), and by delegation FDA, finds
that requiring cOlllpliance with section
403(q) of the act, on nlandalory nutrition
~abeling, or V\lith 403(r)(2) of the act, on
nutrient content claims, 6 ITlonlhs after
publication of the final rules in the
Federal Register would cause undue
economic hardship, the Secretary may
delay the application of these sections
for no more than 1 year. In light of the
agency's tentative findings in its
regulatory impact analysis that
compliance viith the 1990 amendments
by May 8, 1993, will cost $1.5 billion, and
that 6 month and 1 year extensions of .
tha t compliance date \vill result in
savings that arguably outweigh the lost
benefits, FDA believes that the question
of vllhether it can and should provide for
an extension of the effective date of
sections 403(q) and (r)(2) of the act is
squarely raised.

FDA has carefully studied the
language of section 10(a)(3)(B) of the
1990 amendments and sees a number of
questions that need to be addressed.
The first question is the meaning of
"undue economic hardship." FDA
recognizes that the costs of compliance
with the ne\v law are high, but those
costs derive in large measure from the
grea t number of labels and firms
involved. The agency questions whether
the costs reflected in the aggregate
Dum.her represent "undue economic
hardship." Therefore~FDA requests
cornments on how it should assess
"undue econonlic hardship." Should it
assess this question on a firm-by-firm
basis, as was provided in the bill that
passed the }-iouse Committee on Energy
and Commerce (H. Rept. 101-538, 101st
Cong., 2d sess., 24 (1990)), an industry
by-industry basis, or should it assess
this question on an aggregate basis? If
the agency should take the latter
approach, comments should provide
evidence that \vould permit the agency
to make a determination that there is
Hundue economic hardship" for most
companies. FDA also points out that
assessing hardship on a firm-by-firm
basis would likely be extremely
burdensome because of the likely
number of requests.

FDA will consider the question of the
:rneaning and appropriate application of

section 10(a)(3)(B) of the 19BO
an~endments .as soon as possible after
lhe COInnH~nt period closes. 1'he ugency
intends to publish a notice in advance of
any nnal rule Bnnouncing hO\iv it \"Jill
inlplenlent this section to assist firrns in
planning henv they will conlply wi th the
act. The early publica tion of this notice
is to assist firn13 in avoiding any
unnecessary expenses tha t could be
incurred by trying to comply \vith a
compliance date that may cause "undue
economic hardship."

IX. Comrnents

Interested persons may, on or before
February 25,1992, subrnit to the Dockets
Management Branch (address above),
w-rHten cornments regarding this
proposal. Two copies of any conlments
are to be subnlitted, except that
individuals Tn:lY submit one copy.
Comments n r-; to be identified with the
docket numl.;{~~r found in brackets in the
heading of thj:.; document. Received
comm.2nts rn3Jl be seen in the office
above betwe~;n9 a.m. and 4 p.nl.,
~v1onday through Friday.

x. Paperwork Reduction Act

In accordance with the Papervvork
Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. chapter
35), the prov.is10I1S of § 101.12.(h) relating
to submission \)f petitions to FDA will
be submitted fOl' approval to the Office
of rVfanagement and Budget (OMB).
These provisions will not be effective
until FDA obtains OMB approval. FDi\
\vill give noBce of O?vIB approval of
these requireInents in the Federal
Register as part of any final rule tha t is
based on this proposal.
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List of Subjects in 21 Part 101

Food laheling, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.

Therefore, under the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under
authority delegated to the Commissioner
of Food and Drugs, it is proposed that 21
CFR part 101 be amended as follows:

PART 101-FOOD LABELING

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR
part lOt continues to read as follows:

Authority: Sees. 4, 5, 6 of the Fair Packaging
and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 1454, 1455);
sees. 201, 301,402,403,409,701 of the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 321,
331, 342, 343, 348, 371).

2. Section 101.8 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) to read as
follovv~s:

§ 101.8 LabeUng of food with number of
servingsm

(a) The label of any package of a food
that bears a representation as to the
nurnber of servings contained in such
pBckage shall bear in immediate
conjunction with such statement, and in
the same size type as is used for such
statelnent, a statement of the net
quantity (in tern1S of weight, measure, or
nUlnerical countJof each such serving;
ho\vever, such staternent may be
expressed in terms that differ from the
terms used in the required staternent of
net quantity of contents (for example
cups, tablespoons) vvhen such differing
term is COInmon to cookery and
describes a constant quantity. Such
statenlent may not be misleading in any
particular. \'Vhere nutrition labeling
information is required in accordance
with the provisions of § 101.9, however,
the sta.tement of the net quantity of each
serving shall be consistent with. the
requirements for serving size expression
set forth in that section (e.g., 10 1-cup
(240 milliliters) servings). A statement of
the number of units in a package is not
in itself a staternent of the number of
servings.

*
3. Section 101.9 is amended by

revising paragraph (b) to read as
follows:

§ 101.9 Nutr!tion labeUng of food..

(b) All nutrient and food component
quantities shall be declared in relation
to a serving Of, vvhere the food is
customarily not consumed directly, to a
portion, as d~fined in this section.

(1) The term userving" or "serving
size" means an amount of food
customarily consumed per eating
occasion by persons 4 years of age or
older which is expressed in a common
household measure that is appropriate
to the food. ""\Then the food is specially
formulated or processed for use by
infants or by toddlers, a serving or
serving size means an amount of food
customarily consumed per eating
occasion by infants up to 12 months of
age or by children 1 through 3 years of
age. The term "portion" means an
amount of a food that is not typically
expressed in a serving size, i.e., a food
customarily used only as an ingredient
in the preparation of other foods" (e.g.,
V4 cup flour or 1/4 cup tomato sauce).

(2) Except as provided in paragraphs
(b)(3) and (b)(4) of this section, serving
(portion) size declared on a product
label shall be determined from the
"Reference Amounts Customarily
Consun1ed Per Eating Occasion"
(reference amounts) that appear in
§ 101.12(b) using the follo\Aling
procedures:

(i) For products in discrete units (e.g,,~

muffin, sliced bread, apple), serving size
shall be the number of units that most
closely approximates the reference
amount for the product category. If a
unit weighs 67 percent or more, but less
than 200 percent of the reference
amount, serving size shall be one unit. If
a unit \veighs 200 percent or more of the
reference amount, the Inanufacturer
declare the w'hole unit as one serving
the whole unit can reasonably be
consumed at a single-eating OCCaSiQD.

(ii) For products in large discrete units
that are usually divided for consumption
(e.g., cake, pie, pizza, melon, cabbage),
the serving (portion) size shall be the
fractional slice of the food (e,g., 1f12

cake, l/S pie, V4 pizza, 1J4 n1elon, 1/6
cabbage) that most closely
approximates the reference amount for
the product category.

(iii) For nondiscrete bulk products
(e.g., breakfast cereal, flour, sugar)9
serving (portion) size shall be the
amount in household measure that rnos!
closely approximates the reference
amount for the product category.

(3) Serving size for meal-type products
as defined in proposed § 101.13(1) of this
chapter shall be the entire content
(edible portion only) of the package.

(4) A variety pack such as a package
containing several varieties of single
serving packages and a product having
two or more compartments with each
compartment containing a different food
shall provide nutrition information for
each variety or food per serving size
that is derived from the reference
amount in § 101.12(b) applicable for
each variety or food.

(5) For labeling purposes, the term
"common household measure" or
"common household unit" means cup,
tablespoon, teaspoon, piece, slice,
fraction (e.g., 1f4 piZZH)~ ounce (oz), or
other common household equipment
used to package food products (e.g., jar,
tray). In expressing serving (portion)
size in household measures, the
following rules shall be used:

(i) Cups, tablespoons 9 or teaspoons
shall be used wherever possible and
appropriate. Cups shaH be expressed in
1/4 cup increnlents, tablespoons in whole
number of tablespoons for quantities
less than V4 cup but greater than or
equal to 1 tablespoon, and teaspoons II
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~vhole nUlnber of teaspoons for
qt~antities less than 1 tablespoon out
grea tel' tha.n or equal to 1 teaspoon and
lin l!~k !easpoon increnlcnts for quantitif~~

~f!~~;S than 1 teaspoon.
(il) If cups, tablespoons or tenspOOIls

~H"~ not applicable, units such as piece ..
sHce, tray, ja r. and fraction shall be
used.

(iii) If paragraphs (bJ(5)(i) and (b)(5)(ii)
of this section are not applicable. oz
may be used with an appropria te visual
unit of measure such as a dinlension of a
piece, e.g.. 2 oz (56 g) (about linch sHere)
for unsliced bread. Ounce
JtIH~aSUrementsshall be expf(~sscd in 0.5
cz increments most closely
;approximating the reference aIllounL
~NHh rounding indica ted by use of the
ltcrrn ·'about" (e.g., about 2.5 oz).

(iv) For nutrition labeling purposes.. (~

ieaspoon IIleans 5 milliliters (nll.): a
tablespoon lneans 15 mL; a cup means
240 mL; 1 fluid ounce (fl oz) means 30
rnL; and 1 oz in \veight means 28 g.

(6) l\ product that is packaged or sold
individually and that contains less than
.200 percent of the applicable reference
anlount shall be considered to be a
single-serving, and the entire content of
the product shall be labeled as one
serving. Small packages sold
individually that contain 200 percent or
fiUlre of the applicable reference anlount
!nay be labeled as a single-serving if the
entire content of the package can
reasonably be consumed at a single..
eating occasion.

(7) A label statement regarding a
serving (portion) shall be the serving
(portion) size expressed in common
household measures as set forth in
paragraphs (b) (2) through (b)(6) of this
section and shall be followed by the
equivalent metric quantity in
parenthesis (fluids in mL and all other
foods in g). In addition. serving (portion)
size may be declared in oz and fl oz. in
parenth~sist following the nletric
Ineasure where other COlnmon
household measures are used as the
primary unit for serving (portion) size1

e.g., 1 cup (28 g) (1 oz). If a manufacturer
elects to use abbreviations for units, the
following abbreviations shall be used:
tbsp for tablespoon, tsp for teaspoon, g
for gram, mL for millili ter, oz for ounce,
Hnd fl oz for fluid ounce.

(8) In declaring the nmuberof servings
per container, a manufacturer nlay use
either of the tvvo options listed below,
choosing the one most rrleaningful for a
specific product. In either case, whole
numbers must be used with the
exception of random weight products;
For randorn weight products, a
nlf~nufacturer may declare ~~variedH for
the nunlber of servings per container
providnd the nutrition information is

uased on the reference arnounl
expressed in oz.

(i) Declare serving (portion) size as
the approxinlate vvhole household
rrneasure that results in a whole nurllbef
of servings in the contuincr (e.g.. serving
size: approximately 1;'2 cup; nunlher of
servings per container: 10) or

(ii) Declare serving (portion) siz~~ in
exact household measure and
approximate the Ilunlber of servings per
rconta~ner (e.g.. serving size: V2 cup:
nurnber of servings per con tainer:
approxinlately 10).

(9) I'he declaration of nutrienl and
food component content shall be on the
basis of food as packaged or purchased
'wvith the exception of ravvfish covered
under § 101.42 and foods that are
packed or canned in water~ brine, or on
but the liquid is not customarily
consumed such as canned fish,
maraschino cherries, pickled frui ts,
olives, and canned 01' pickled
'vegetables. Declaration of nutrient and
food component content of raw fish
shall folluw the provisions in § '101.45.
Declaration of nutrient and food
component content of foods that are
packed in liquid but the liquid is not
customarily consumed. shall be based
on the drained solids.

(10) Another column of figures may be
used to declare the nutrient and food
component information on the basis of
100 g or 100 mL or of '1 oz or 1 fl oz of the
food as packaged or purchased, in the
same format as required by paragraph
(c) of this section.

(11) If a product-is promoted on the
label, labeling, or advertising for a use
that differs in quantity by twofold or
greater fronl the use upon which the
reference amount in § l01.12(h) was
based (e.g., liquid cream substitutes
promoted for use with breakfast
cereals), the manufacturer shall provide
tEl second column of nutrition
information based on the anlount
custornarily consumed in the pronloted
use, in addition to the nutrition
information per serving derived fro:n the
reference amount in § 101.12(b).

4. Section 101.12 is added to read as
follo\vs:

§ 101.12 Reference amounts customarily
consumed per eating occasion.

(a) The general principles and factors
that FDA considered in arriving at the
reference amounts customarily
consumed per eating occasion (reference
amounts) which are set forth in
paragraph (b) of this section, are that:

(1) FDA calculated the reference
amounts for persons 4 years of age or
old~}r to reflect· theanlount of food
customarily consumed per eating

occasion by pGf!')ons in this popula lion
group. ~rhese reference anl0unls are
based on data set forth in appropri(l t~!

tuitional food consurnption survey~"

(2) FD..\ calculated the refen~nce

arl10unts for an infant or chi!d uflth:r.-1
years of age to reflect the ornount of
food customarily consumed per eating
occasion by infants up to 12 nlonths of
age or by children 1 through .3 years of
age, respectively. These reference
amounts are based on data set forth in
appropriate national food conslunption
surveys. Such reference amounts are to
be used only 'when the food is specially
formula ted 01' processed for use by an
infant or by a child under 4 years of age,

(3) An appropriate national food
consumption survey must include a
large sanlple size representative of (the
demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics of the relevant
population group and must be ba:H~d on
consunlption data under actual
conditions of use.

(4) To determine the 81Dounl of food
customarily consumed per eating
occasion, FDA considered the nlean~

nledian. and mode of the consumed
amount per eating occasion.

(5) \A/hen survey da t3 were
insufficient, FDA took various other
sources of information on servIng
(portion) sizes of food into
consideration. These other sources of
information included:

(i) Serving sizes used in dietary
guidance recommendations or
recommended by other authoritati"l/e
systeITIS or organizations;

(ii) Serving sizes recomnlended in
conlments;

(iii) Serving sizes used by
manufacturers and grocers; and

(iv) Serving sizes used by other
countries.

(6) Because they reflect the anlount
customarily consumed, the reference
amoun t and, in turn, the serving size
declared on the product label are based
on only the edible portion of food, and
not bone, seed. shell, or other inedible
components.

(7) The reference amount is based on
the rna jor intended use of the food (e,g.,
milk as a beverage and not as an
addition to cereal).

(8) The reference amounts for
products that are consumed as an
ingredient of other foods, but that may
also be consumed in the form in which
they are purchased (e.g., butter), are
based on use in the form purchased.

(9) FDA sought to ensure that foods
that have similar dietary usage, product
characteristics, and customarily
consumedanlounts have a·unifonn
f(~ference amount
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(b) The following ref.~rf-~nce :.;n.,·nnnr~

shall be used as the basis for
determining ~t~rving sizes foj('

Ttl,aLE 2.-,REFERENCE AMOUNTS CUS~

rOMARiLY CONSUf>"i1ED PER EATiNG OC~

CASiON:: GENERAl. FOOD SUPPLY ;3_~_,

Continued

TABLE 2.--REFEAEN'CE AM'OUNTS CUS~

TOMAR~lY CONSUMED PER EATtNG O'C,'

CASION: GENERAL FOOD SUPPl.V J ~

Continued
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TABLE 2.-REFE~ENCE·AMOUNTS CUS...

TOMARllY CONSUMED PER EATING OC
CASION:: GENERAL FOOD SUPPlV t 2 3

Hefer ?nce amount

10 @,

2g>

15mL

24.0 mL'

240 mt.

1~~ cup-w-~tha
votUITI(J for: c:oatings
and w3·fers for.' the
novelty type varieties

15 mt~

, 30 ~J.

Product category

Starch, e.g.,
cornstarch, pot.ato
starch? tapioca,., e~·r;",

Stufftng ." ..~.,""' .... ,..".-",' .: 1009,
Da,ry Products and

Substitutes:
Cheese; cottage ..". ",.,,..; 110 g.
Cheese used primatiiy 55 g.

as ingredients, 4?Lg,,,
dry cottage cheese.~.

ricotta cheese.
Cheese~ grated hard)

e.g.; Parmesar~,

Romano.
Cheeseo art otflers

except those fisted
as separate,
categofies-~·induda5

cream cheese and
the-eS6 spread,

Cheese satJce---see'
sauce' category

Cream or: creat'll
subsUtute, flukt

Cream or cream
substitute, POW~"1"

Cream~ tlatt & ha~f ...~_... ' 30 mL
Eggnog ~..._.~~............~,.~....._. f 120 ml.
Milk, conden~ 30 mL

undiluted~

t~titf<, evaporated;
undiluted.,

M'uk, m~basa:..t
drinks" e,g., mstant
breakfast, meaJ
replacement? cocoe,

Shakes or shake
substitutes, e.. g.. ,
dairy shake mix~ f;-~Jjt

frost ~x.
Sour cream ..~.."~ .. ,,.,..,.....~ 25 g..
Yogurt ..... ,.~.,." ...'.. ,. ...,.,. ..,'."'., 225 g.

D.esserts:
Ice cream, ice mitk~

frozen yogurt,
sherbet.art types,
bul'k and novelties
(e.g., barsg

sandwiches:, cones}.
Sundae ~ ..~ .,~.. , " t cup,
Custard, 9-efati,t1 Of Ih. cup.

pudding.
Dessert Topping~ and

F~fings:

cake frosting or ilcing._..... 35 g~

Other dessert 2 tbsp.
toppings.. e'.g~'J fruits,
syrups, marshmaltow
cream, nuts', dairy
and non-dair/'
whipped toppings.

Pie fillings on ~" ••••• ~: 85 g~

Egg and Egg Substitutes:.
Egg miXture,. e.g"'t egg 11;(l g.

foo yung. scrambre'd
egg,. omelet.

Eggs (de sizes) -t •••__~~_. i 50 g~

Egg subsUwtes.~._......_ An, amot.:m to make. l'
large (50 91 egg

Fats and Oirs:
Butter, ma,g8fina~ oW" 1 tbsp,

shortening.
Butter .epfacement,. ; 2 ~

powder.
Dressings for safad~...,.." 30 g.

240mL

50 g~

15' g.
3Og..
140 g prepated Of 45 9

dry~

.1cup prepared~ Of' 40 9
plaJn dry C'€lfea!' 'or 55
9 ffavOfedg sweetened
ce(.eag~

1 cup.,

140 g' prepared Of 55 9
dry,

,25 g"

Coffee cakes,
doughnuts, Danish,
sweet rolls l sw·eet
quick type bn~ad~)

muffins,
hushpuppies J

rornbrcad..
Cookies, swe~t

crackers, and!
sanc.t.vich type
crackers.

Crackersu' a!~ v~U'ieties

exctuding sweel and!
sandwich type
rndudes hard bread
sticks and ice (;rearr.l
cones -fl,

Croutons ,... ,..,,."", ..... ' .., ... 0"

French toast,
pancakes,

Pie~ cobblers?
ttJrnovers~ oth~

pastries,
pre crust """"'c,j>",," ',,,,,,,>0>.

Breakfast. cerea:r$~

ready-to-eat
(weighing' tess than
3 0% pet cup).

Breakfast cereals"
ready-to-eat
(weighing more than
or equaf: fo 3' oz per
cup).

Breakfast cereals,
readY-b-eat. riot
measurable with:
cup" e.g." biscuit
type.

Bran: or wheat gemL ..,.~.
Flours or commea4:....,H•••

Grains, e'.g.~ Fice~

barley, plain- or
seasoned..

PastafJt without satJce.~_

Pas~ dry. ready-to
eat, e.g.. fried·
'canned cllow main
nood~s.

Product category' Rck~H?n(;e amount

1/'3 of a indl crust.
% of 9 indl crust

Pizza crust~ .., "."~~ " ~' 55 g:.
Taco" sheIL ,._ h ,>., 30 g.
Waff!es ~ ~ "'~.. 85- g.,

Beverages:
Carbonated beverages

{exdtJding water11
wine' cooler.

Noncarbonated
beverages~-see

fruits and fruit juices
category

Goffee or tea~ regutar
or flavored withouR
sugar or cream!
cream subst~tute.

24(} mL prepared orr 2
tbsp ground C!ltfee ow
2 tsp dry instant
coff~e or 2. 9 dry
instant or leaf tea.

Coffee or tea~ navored Amount to make 240 mt
and sweetened~ prepared.

Water? aU types...~~ ...~.,. ..... , 240 mL
Cereals and Other Graio

Products~

Breakfast cereals (hot
-cereal: type}, hominy
grits.

am(;un~

'~5 9
110 9

Cereai" dry instante.. ".., ..,. .. ", ".'",
Cereatl prepared~ ready to serve
Other cereal and grain p,oducts? dry i! P

rready..to-eat, eog.. ready-ta-eat cert:
a!s, cookies, teething bL:;ct.lits~ and
toasts.

Dinner" dessert. fruit~ ve:getable O~' 1E; g;
soup, d:y mix..

Oinr,er, dassert~ fru3t, "egetabl;e Of: 1~ () i:;J

soup,) ready-to-serve,. jtsnior tyPS7
Dinner~ dGS~3~+rt, fruit,. vegetable oa' 60 9

soup. ready-to-serve, strained typer.
Dinner? frUit, vegetable, stew or soup 170 9

for toddlers, ready-to-serve.
EggJegg yotk~ ready-to-seJVe .... ~".'"•.~~.,~~, 55 9
Juice" a~1 vafietie$...~...•.......'~.n' ••• " ..».,,, •• ~.. 120 mL

TABLE 1.-REFEHENCE Aft.10~Jr~TS

CUSTOMARilY CONSUMED PER EATING·
OCCASiON: INf.<\NT AND TODDLER
FOODS 1 Z.~~

1 These values represent the amount of fooo' cus~
tomarify consumed per eating: occasion and were
primarily derived from the t9'77-19~8 and the 198,7
198& Nationwide Food Consumption Surveys cone
ducted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

2 Unless otherwise' noted in the: Reference
Amount co~umnt the reterence amounts are for the
ready-ta-serve or almost readY-toNserve form of the
product (La., heat and serve, browf,!} and serve). If
not listed separatel·Yt the reference amount !or the
unprepared form (e.g., dry cereal) is the amount
required to make one reference amount of the pre-
pared form~

3 Manufacturers are r-equired to convert the n~fer=

ence amount to the label serving. size in a hQusehold
measure most appropriate to their specific product
us;ng the procedur\.~s in 2't CFH 1D.l.9(b),.

Product category

Bakery Products:
Breads (excluding' 55 g..

sweet quicK type»~,

fljscuits, roUst

croissants p bagefs,
t()"iDas~ soft bread
sticks. soft pretzels.

Breakfast bars and ~ 55 g.,
toaster pastries;.

arovmies ,.. ,40' g.
Cakep heavy weighf, ~ 1:25, g.

more than or equal
to 10 g pe~' 'Ctlbfc
inch.

Cake. medium weight,. 110 ~J,

mOte fhaM Of equat
to 6 fI btIC tess th8n'
10 9 per cubic. Irlc~;.

Cake... Ught weight, 15·~
more than or equat
to .. g but ress than
6 9, per ClJbfc Ind.l,.
and eclairL

~akei' very tight 55·g,..
l'Jeight, ress than 4 g
P~f cubic inch.
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TA.8LE 2.-REFERENCE AMOUNTS

fOMARILY CONSUMED PER EATING

CASION: GENERAL FOOD SUPPLY ,~ :!
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TABLE 2.-REFERENCE AMOUNTS CUS

TOMARILY CONSUMED PER EAT!i'JG OC
CASION: GENERAL FOOD .sUPPLY ~':(

Continued

TABL.E 2.-REFERENCE AMOUNTS CUs.
TOMARILY CONSUMED PER EATING Oc
CASION: GENERAL FOOD SUPPLY ! ~) :{

Continued

Product category lRf3temnce amount Product category Fleference amo1mt Product category Reference amount

85 q

85 9

55 g.

1 55 g.

1 bp

30 9

15 g.

1 c~p.

40 g.
2 tbsp.
1 tbsp.

30 g.
85 g.
8 g.
An amo\ ln1 equivalent to

one reference amount
for sugar in
sweetneS8.

60 mL

'no 9

240 mL
15 g.
30 g.
15 g.
30 g.

60 g.

i s'-I ~ g.

i

[Minor main entree
sauce (e.g., pizza
sauce, pesta sauce),
other sauces used
as toppings (e.g.,
gravy, white sauce,
cheese sauce).
cocktail sauce.

~rv'ajor condiments,
e.g., catsup, steak
sauce. soy sauce.
vinegar, teriyaki
sauce, etc..

(Minor condiments,
e.g., horseradish.
hot sauce, mustard,.
worcestersl1ire
sauce, etc.,

Snacks:
Ail varieties, chips,

pretzels, popcorns,
extruded snacks,
fruit-based snacks
(e.g., fruit chips),
grain-based snack
mixes.

Soups:
An varieties,. ,," .

Sugars and Sweets:
Baking candies (e.g"

chips) and hard
candies.

All other candies .
Confectioner's sugar. .
Honey, jams, jellies,

fruit butter,
molasses.

~...'arshmallows ...... "...,......
Popsicles, snow cones ..
Sugar .
Sugar substitute .

Syrups , , ,..
Vegetables:

Vegetables primarily
used for garnish or
flavor, e.g., pimento,
chili pepper, green
onion, parsley: fresh
or canned 5.

A!! other vegetables
without sauce: fresh,
canned,5 or frozen.

All other vegetables
with sauce: fresh,
canned, or frozen.

Vegetable juice .
Olives 5 .

Pickles, all types 5 .

Pickles, relish .
Vegetable pastes, e.g.,

tomato paste.
VHgetabJe sauce or

puree, e.g., tomato
sauce. tomato puree.

iThese values represent the amount (edible por
tion) of food customarily consumed per eating occa
sion and were primarily derived from the 1977-19'78
and the 1987-1988 Nationwide Food Consumption
Surveys conducted by the USDA. ~

2 Unless otherwise noted on the Reference
Amount column, the reference amounts are for the
ready-to-serve or almost ready-to-serve form of the
product (Le., heat and serve, brown and serve). U

30 q

IArnount W rnaKe om.~

reference amount ')01
the jillal dish.

140 g, add 55 g for
products with gravy or
sauce topping, e.g.•
enchilada with cheese
sauce, crepe with
white s8uce. G

40 9

30 y,

15 g,

'l'~O 'fJ

140 9

140 9
100 g.

:2 tbsp,

[Satter mixes, bread
crumbs, meat,
poultry, and fish
coating mixes, dry.

Cooking wine ".,.,.",,,,,,,,,,,,,,.1 30 mL
Drink Mixers {'without Amount W mahe 240 Irn~.

alcohol). drin~ ,{ VJithc}:Jt ~ce}.

Gum :3 g.
Salad and potato 7 g.

toppers, e.g., salad
crunchies, salad
crispins, substitutes
for bacon bits.

Salt, salt substitute,
seasoning salt (e.g.,
garlic salt).

Seasoning mixes dry,
e"g., chili season!ng
mix, pasta salad
seasoning m:x..

MJxed Dishes:
Measurable with cup,

e.g., casserole,
hash, macaroni and
cheese, pot pie,
spaghetti with
sauce, stew, etc,

Not measurable with
cup, e.g., burrito,
egg roll, enchilada,
pizza, pizza roll,
quiche, all types of
sandwiches.

lNuts and Seeds:
Nuts, seeds and

mixtures.
ij\~ut and seed butter"

paste, or cream.
Used primarily as

ongredient, e.g.,
coconut, nut and
seed flour, etc.

Potatoes and Sweet
[Potatoes/Yams:
French fries, hash

browns, skins, or
pancake.

~lI~ashed, candied,
stuffed. or w:th
sauce,

Plain, fresh, canned,;;
or frozen.

Sa~ads:

Pasta or potato salad
All other salad, e.g.,

egg, fish, shellfish,
bean, fruit, or
vegetable salad.

Sauces, Dips, Gravies
and Condiments:
Barbecue sauce,

Hollandaise sauce f

tartar sauce, other
sauces tor dipping
(e.g., musiard sauce?
sweet and sour
sauce), all dips (e.g.,
bean dips, dairy-
based dips, salsa);
marinade.

lMajor main entree
sauce e.g., spaghetti
sauce.

30 g.
'40 9

1 tsp or 4 9 Kf not
measurable by
teaspoon

iMayonnalse, sandwich .~ 5 ~)

spread. mayonnaiso-
type dressing.

Spray type ....,.................... 025 9
Fi,sh, Shellfish, and Meat

or Poultry Substitutes:
Bacon substitute.

canned anchovy.~·

anchovy paste.
caviar.

Dried, e.g., jerky
Entrees (cooked) with

sauce, e.g., fish with
cream sauce, shrimp
with lobster sauce,

Entrees (cooked)
without sauce, e.g...
piain or fried fish
and shellfish, tish
and shellfish cake.

iF:ish and shellfish,
canned 5,

Substitute for
~uncheon meat,
sandwich spread,
Canadian bacon,
sausage and
frankfurter.

Smoked or pickled
f~sh5 or shellfish.

Substitutes for bacon
bits-see
miscellaneous
category

!Fruits and Fmit Juice:
Candied or pickled 5 ..... ". 30 9
Dehydrated fruits-see

Dr~;da~:-~.~~~.~~~:. 140 9
[Fruit ior. garnish or 14. g.

flavor. e.g.,
maraschino
cherries 5 •

Fruit relishes, e.g., I 70 g.
cranberry sauce,

cranberry relish. I'
Fruits. used .primarily 55 9

as mgredlents e.g.,
avocado,
cranberries, lemon, I
lime. I

~~~~~~~~~it·~··(~~~~Pt···"1 ~:~ ~:
those listed as
separate
categories), fresh, I
canned or frozen. I

Juice, nectar, fruit 1240 mL
drinks, or fruit ~ I
!Iavored drinks. ! . .,'

JUles used as I 5 mL
~ngredients, e.g..
~e:non juice. lime I
DUlce, I

Legumes:
Bean cake (tofu) P •• >0 ...... 85 g..
Beans, plain 5 or in % cup.

sauce.
~Vliscellaneous category:

Baking powder, baking 1 9
soda, pectin.

Baking decorations,
e.g., colored sugars
and sprinkles for
cookies, cake
decorations.



net listed s(,;:parat,;:ly, t:;t-.~ i8ference amount fm' th~'

unprepm'ed form (e.g., dry mixE:$, concentrrites,
douQh, ba~tf:1', fresh and frozen pasta) is the amount
required to i;ifi1,{e or.9 rek:r(;nce amount of th(~ pre·
pared form.

;J ~lIianL!factu~(·:;(S arf.~ rcqL!ir~J to convert the refer
ence amount to the label S(,IV;~lq size in a household
measure most appropr:J~e to their specif~ pioduct
using the procedures in 21 Cf-=n 101.9(b).

•4 La~.al ser::':ing st~.z for. ice creelm cones and og9s
Of aU Sizes wm b8 one unli.

5 Because this product is packed or canned' in
fiquid~ and the liquid is not customarily consumed,
the reference ai-ilOU<1t is for the drained solids
except for cannr-d cre2m-style corn and canned or
stewed tomatoes. SO!: u the solids and Ik~uid of
canned cream··sty~e com and canned or stewed
tomatoes are clslcme.iily consumed and therefore,
the rei~erence f1n10unt for these vegetabies wm be
130 9 (Le., 9 w8~ght equivalent to % cup) ..

6 Pizza sauce i5 part 01 the pszza and is f~O~

considered to be sauce topping..

(c) Thr; ref2rence amount of a product
thHt requires cooking or the addition of
""",ater or other ingredients si)aH be the
amount required. to prepare one
reference amOUD~ of the finaJ product HH
established in paragraph (b) of t.his
section.

(d) The reference an~ount for an
hnitation or su:bstitute food shaH be the
same as; that of the food for VJhich it is
offered as a Bubstitute.

(eJ The reference amount. for an
altered version of a 'food, such as a "low
calorie H version9 shaUbe the sam.e as for
the food for 'which it is offered as fA

substitute.
(0 The fE,fer7,;fice SH10unt far products

that repre!H:nt hvo or more foods
packaged a:nd presented to be cons!tuned
togf:~ther fe.g..! peanut butte-r and jelly?
cfacker and cheese pack~ pancakes and
syrup] shaH be the 8unl. of the reference
amounts for individual food::) in ~he

package.
(g] The reference arnount set forth in

paragraphs (b) through (-0 of this section
shaH· be used in determining whether a
product meets the criteria for nutrient
content elairns, such C"lS ·'low c-alorie.,B
and heB lih claims., If the serving si?o>~
declared on the label differs
from the reference a~110unt9 both the
reference amount and the serving size:
declared on the! product lahel shaH he
~se(~ to de!1~:~rnin~ "w~ether the ~roduct
n~e€ts; the .t' ..U ..t\ entena for a chum.

(Il} The Commissioner of Food and
Drugs~ ei ther on his or he.r own initiati\"{p
or on behalf of any interested person
\vho has submitted a petition pursuant
to part 10 of this chapter~ may issue a
proposal to establish or amend a
reference arr~ount in § 101.12(h}., l\
petition to establish 01' amend a
reference amount shall include:

(1) Objective of the petition;
{2.J A description of the product;
(a} A comple.te sarnple product label

including nutrition label, using the
fOfll1at e3t~blishedby re.gulation~

(4) j\ descripHon of the ftvrrn (e~g.i

rnix, frozen dough] invI"-hich the
vviH be marketed;

(5) ThH intended dietary uses of the
product with the 01[1.101' use identified
(e.g., milk as a and as a
snack);

(6) If the intended usc is priularHy as
an ingredient in other foods, Ust of foods
or food categories in VJhich the product
"viB be used as an ingredient with
informaHon on t.he prioriHzH.Hon of the
usc;

(7) The population group for which dH~

product will. be offered for use fe.g..
infants, children under 4: years. ~f'~ge];

(8) The names of the most closely
related products (or in the' Gase of foods;
for special dietary use and iInitat.ion or
substitute foods, the names of the
products for which they are offered as
suhstitutes);

(9) The suggested reference arnount
(the au:;.ount of edible portion of food as
consurned~ excluding bone, seed~ shell~.

or other inedible components) for the
papulation group for \vhich the product
is intended \Jvith full description of the
methodology and procedures that were
used to determine the suggested
reference amount. In determining the
reference amonnt9 general pri.nchJles· Hnd
factors in paragraph (3) of this section
should be. folIo\ved;

(10) The suggested refere;nce alnount
shall be expressed in metric units.
Reference amounts for fluidB shaH be
expressed in milliliters (mI.). Refp.rence
amounts for other foods shaH be
expressed in grarns (g) except 'ltvhen
common household units- such as GUpS~

tablespoons, and teaspoon3~ are more
appropriate or are n10re likely to
promote uniformity in serving. (poJction}
sizes declared on product labels. For
example, common household nleasures
would be ITIOre appropri.ate if products
v.rithin the same ca tcgory differ
substantially in density such 83' ready-
to·-eat breakfast cereals and frozen
desserts.

(i) In expressing the fE;fer"ence
amounts in mL~ the foHo\\dng rules sha.H
be followed:

(A) For volurnes greah~r than 30 rnL~

the volume shall be expressed in
multiples of 30 rnL.

(B) For volumes less than 30 ml.~ the
volun1e shall be expressed in mL
equivalent to a v-vhole nunlber of
teaspoons or one tablespoon~te.~ 5·.; 109

or 1-5 rnL.
(Ii) In expressing the reference'

amounts in g, the foHo\ving general rules
shall be followed:

(A) For quantiHes greater than 10 g!j
the quantity shaH be expressed in
nearest 5 g increnlent

(BJ For qoantities less than 10 g) exact
g \veights shall be used. .-

(11) A petition to create a new
subcategory of food \vHh its own
reference an10unt shaH include th~~

following addi.tional information:
(i) Data that demonstrate that the ne'~fv

subcategory of food will be Gonsurned in
amounts that differ enough from the
reference an10unt for the parent
category to \I\;"arrant a separate referenc~;

amount. Data must include sample size;
and the n1ean~ median j and modal
consumed amount per eating occasion
for the petitioned product and for an
products in the category, excluding tlHJ
petitioned prod.uct A.a data must be
derived from. the same survey data.,

(ii) Docurncntation supporting the
difference in dietary usage and produeJ
characteristics that affect the
consumption size that distinguishes the
petitioned product frorn the rest of the
products in the category.

(12) A. claim for cat.egorical exclusion
under § 25.24 of this chapter or an
environmental assessn1ent under § 25,:')'].
of this chapter; and

(13) In conducting rese'arch to coHect
or process food consumption' data in
support of the petition~ the following
general guidelines should be followetl

(i) Sampled population selected
should be renresentative of the
demographi~and socio-economic
characteristics of the
group for Vithich the

(il) San1ple size (i.e. l nUD1ber of cah~f;5)

should be large enough to give reliable
estirnates for custornarHy consumed
81nounts.

(iii) T'he study protocol should identify
potential biases and describe hovv
potential biases are controlled for Of\ if
not possihle to control, how they affect
interpretation of results.

(iv) line methodology used tocoHec~

or process data including study design,
sanlpHng procedures~materials used
(e.g" quesHon.naire~ inter"t./ievver's
manual), procedures used to collect or

.process data 9 fnethods or procedures.
used to control.for unbiased estin1ates1

and procedures used to GOiTect for
nonresponse~ should be
dOCUlnented.

(14) A Hhd:ement concerning the
foasibility of convening associations1

Gorporations 9 consumers, and other
interested parties to engage in
negotiated ru!emaking to develop (1

proposed rule consistent \'vith the
Negotiated RuJemaking Act (Pub. I..h' l01!-~

648).
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rDavid A. Kessler,
(:'}fnrni's,;:.:i'oner of ['(hId and r)rug,

JLOU1S lV" Sullivan,
St~cre!arya/Hoalth uno' l!~j:non Sen'/{:es,

I[FR Doc. 91-·27157 Filed 11<~G-·-91: 8:4.5 am]
IHJlUiMG (;,ODE 4H~O-01-M

,21 CFR Parts 5, '101, ~nd105

IFood Labeling: Nutrient Content
Cla~ms, General Prlncipies, PeUiio:n:s"
De'lh1~'t~on of Terms

AG!ENCV: Food and Drug f\dn1Iulstraiion ..
!tl1-iS.

AC'TifON: Proposed rule.

5U"~MARY:The Food and Drug
f\dlninistration (FDA) is proposing: (1]
To amend its food labeling regulations
to define nutrient content claims and to
provide for their use on food labels; (.2]
[0 provide definitions for specific
outdent content claims that include the
~enns Hlow," "free," "reduced," '"lighf'
or ·'lHe," usource," and "high;" (3) to
provide for comparative claims using the
terms U!ess," "fewer," and "more;~' (4) to
set forth specific requirements for
sodium and calorie claims; (5) to
establish procedures for the submission
and revie\v of peti tions regarding
JIll.ntdent content claims; (6) to revise 21
CFR 105.66, which covers special dietary
foods with usefulness in reducing or
Jrnaintaining caloric intake or body
'~veight; (7) to establish criteria for the
appropriate use of the term "fresh:Hand
(3) to address the use of the term
Idonatural". FDA is addressing claims for
cholesterol, fat, and fatty acid content in
a separate proposal published
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal
Register. This action is part of the food
labeling initiative of the Secretary of the
Department of Health and lfuman
Services (the Secretary) and in response
to the Nutrition Labeling and Education
,Act of 1990.

fOA'TES: Written comments by February
25, '1992. The agency is proposing that
any final rule that may be issued based
on this proposal beconle effective 6
months following its publication in
accordance with the provisions of the
:Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of
1990.

{ADDRESSES: Written comments to the
Dockets Management Branch (HFA
,305), Food and Drug Administration, rm.
1-23, 12420 Parklawn Dr., Rockville~ tvlD
20857.

fOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Elizabeth J. Campbell. Center for Food
Safety and Applied Nutrition (1 iFF-312j.
Food and Drug Administration, 200 C St
SW... '\Vashingto:1, DC 20:204,202-485
0229,

SU?PLEMEt"JTAR y ~NFOfU..'J\TION:

!L Background

A. iC{}neral

iFO./\ has a long history of interest in
prescribing label staternents concerning
the dietary properties of food. As early
as 1940 (5 FR 1199, ~larch 28, 1940), FOJ\
held a hearing to discuss wha t label
statenlents l11ight be used to infornl
purchasers (if the value that a particuJar
food purports to have. Initially, these
Rabel statements \vere concerned ~Jith

foods that purported or \vere
represented to be for special dietary use
by humans. While these statements
focused to a large extent, but not
exclusively, on vitanlins and minerals.
the early rulemaking also dealt with
control of body weight and the value of
food for use in dietary management of
disease through controlling the intake of
various nutrients.

By 1953 (18 FR 7249, November 14.
1953), FDA had begun to focus on
specific nutrients such as sodium. The
1953 notice, for example, announced a
hearing on label statements relating to
certain foods used as a means of
regulating the intake of sodium for the
purposes of dietary· management with
respect to disease. On July 1, 1954 (19 FR
3999), FDA issued a final regulation
recognizing that sodium restricted diets
were widely used for dietary
management of edema associated with
some types of heart, liver, and kidney
diseases; and that food purporting to be~

or represented for, special dietary use in
regulating the intake of sodium in
dietary management should bear
information concerning its sodium
content.

In 1973 (38 FR 20708, August 2, 1973)1
FDA issued a final regulation, which
wvas temporarily stayed and later
revised, in part, as § 105.3 (21 CFR
105.3), stating that the term uspecial
dietary useU applied to a food supplying
a special dietary need that exists by
reason of a physical, physiological, or
other condition including convalescence,
pregnancy, lactation, infancy, allergic
hypersensitivity to food, underweight.
overweight, diabetes mellitus, or the
need to control the intake of sodium. In
'1978. FDA adopted regulations that
defined the terms Hlow" and Hreducedu

for describing calorie content and set
conditions for other label statements on
special dietary foods used to reduce or

rnaintain weight or in diabetic diets (43
fR 43278, Septernber 22, 1978).

in the 19808, FDJ\ changed the locus
of nutrient claims froIn providing
guid.ance for the dietary rnanagenlcnt of
certain diseases to providing
information that is useful to the general
papula Hon. In 1984, the agency adopted
regulations (49 FR 15510,April18, 1984)
that defined how the terrns "very ~ow,~'

"low," "'free," or hreduced'! nlay be used
'to describe the sodium content of food.
In addition, in 1986, the agency pruposed.
to define terms to describe the
cholesterol content of foods (51 FR
42584, November 25,1986).

'This change in focus tovvards defining
descriptors is in large part the result of
recent scientific developments and
recolnmendations that have emphasized
the role of diet in the maintenance of
health. For exalnple, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDi\) and
the u.s. Deoartnlent of Health and
JI-Iuman Ser~ices (DHHS) have jointly
developed a set of recommendations
known as UDietary Guidelines for
Americans" (Ref. 1). 1'hese
recommendations, which were
published in 1980 and revised in '1985
and 1990, are based on the view that the
judicious selection of foods containing
lo\v or high levels of certain nutrients as
part of an overall diet is prudent on the
part of all consumers, not just those with
special dietary needs.

In addition, two scientific consensus
reports, "The Surgeon General's Report
on Nutrition and Health" (1988) (Ref. 2)
and the National Academy of Sciences'
report "Diet and Health: Implications for
Reducing Chronic Disease Risk" (1989)
(Ref. 3), concluded that changes in
current dietary patterns, namely
reducing consumption of fat, saturated
fatty acids, cholesterol, and sodium and
increasing consumption of complex
carbohydrates and fiber, could lead to
reduced incidence of certain chronic
diseases.

In the Federal Register of August 8,
1989 (54 FR 32610), FDA published an
advance notice of proposed rulemaking
(ANPIDvI) that announced a major
initiative of DHHS to take a new look at
food labeling as a tool for promoting
sound nutrition for the nation's
consumers. FDA asked for public
comment on five areas of food labeling.
including the use of descriptors such as
Hlowu or HfreeH to characterize foods.

FDA received over 2,000 written
comments in response to this notice?
plus over 5,000 responses to a
questionnaire that had been distributed
by a consumer organization. Over 500
comments addressed issues related to
specific descriptors. Four hundred and




